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Preface

About this publication

In GCED, it is essential to develop the capability

Transformative pedagogies of GCED

to critically reflect upon our own thoughts and

We know the importance and necessity of teach-

To help to answer these questions, the Asia-Pa-

behaviours and the root causes of war, violence,

ing about the history of conflict and the tragedies

cific Centre of Education for International Under-

injustice and inequalities, which threaten peaceful

of the past. The facts about colonialism, slavery,

standing (APCEIU) invited a group of experts to

and sustainable coexistence. In order for us to live

racism and genocide must be taught with a view

join the 4th International Conference on Global

peacefully together and with the environment, we

to achieving a comprehensive and objective

Citizenship Education in Seoul, South Korea, on

have to be awakened to the negative impact that

knowledge of historic injustices. Here, the role of

3rd - 4th September 2019. ‘Reconciliation, Peace,

our actions and the current structure of societies

GCED is crucial. As an educational approach that

and Global Citizenship Education’ was the theme

can have on other people and nature.

aims to nurture a sense of a common humanity,

of the Conference, which was intended to con-

Learning to live together is particularly difficult

GCED can help all learners, young and old, in ev-

tribute to thinking about the role of GCED in the

in societies where conflicts and wars have tak-

ery country to face the truth and go beyond nar-

process of reconciliation. We would like to thank

en place or are taking place. In these situations,

ratives that have been influenced by emotions or

all the participants for bringing their thoughts and

memories of violence and tragedy are so vivid

nationalist interests.

experiences together to enlighten our exploration.

in people’s minds that they can find it difficult to

UNESCO underscored this point in 1974 when it

After the Conference, we asked some of the

reconcile with those who are perceived to have

adopted the Recommendation concerning Educa-

speakers and panellists to summarise their pre-

perpetrated such acts.

tion for International Understanding. This clearly

sentations and interventions in short papers to be

Reconciliation becomes even more difficult and

states that education should contribute to the

published in a book, so that a wider audience can

complex when questions are asked about whether

struggle against colonialism and neo-colonialism

share their insightful and inspiring contributions.

reconciliation should be sought at the expense of

in all their forms and all varieties of racism, fas-

They all agreed to this proposal, although very

learners of all ages with the knowledge, values and

truth and justice; who should first take the initiative

cism and apartheid. It further emphasises that

little time was given for the writing, and we truly

capacity to enable them to live together peacefully

of reconciling with those involved; and whether

education should include critical analysis of the

appreciate their generous understanding and spirit

and to become active and responsible citizens. It

the reconciliation process should operate at an

historical and contemporary factors underlying the

of collaboration.

nurtures respect for diversity and fosters solidarity

interpersonal level or an intergroup level. In this

contradictions and tensions between countries.

This publication, based on these papers, con-

Global Citizenship Education (GCED) aims to equip

on the basis of a sense of belonging to a common

context, GCED is advocated by many theorists

Building on this and other educational endeavours,

sists of three parts. Part I deals with overarching

humanity.

and practitioners as a way to enable people to

GCED is intended to respond to today’s pressing

questions about the role of GCED in peace and

GCED attempts to enlighten learners to realise

build and maintain long-lasting peace. It is expect-

challenges by providing a new momentum for

reconciliation, the role of transformative pedago-

that we are all humans regardless of national

ed that, through GCED’s transformative pedagogy,

transformative education. While respecting the

gy for building peace, ‘memory solidarity’ across

boundaries and to act accordingly. It encourages

local identities and divergent collective memories

importance of love for one’s country, it places an

national borders, the potential contribution of

learners to nurture love and care for humanity and

will be critically questioned, and responsibility to

equally strong emphasis on a sense of shared hu-

mindfulness, and media literacy. Part II provides

the earth as well as for their countries. It tries to

humankind and shared values will be underscored

manity and capabilities for empathy and responsi-

examples of transformative education in contexts

harmonise patriotism with this love and care for

to overcome and bridge divisions (Reilly and

ble action.

including Colombia, Northern Ireland and South

humanity and the earth, based on the belief that it

Niens, 2014).

GCED’s potential for peace and reconciliation

Africa. Part III highlights what needs to be done to

is both possible and desirable to strike a balance

The potential for GCED to contribute to recon-

has yet to be fully explored and questions that we

support implementation of GCED including prac-

between the former and the latter. Thus, GCED is

ciliation and peace is important for almost all

need to address include: How peace and recon-

tical suggestions, based on country experience,

not about rootless cosmopolitanism but is about

countries. With only a few exceptions, all countries

ciliation can be approached from the perspective

with respect to policy and curriculum and text-

learning to live together with the other at local, na-

in the modern world have experienced violent

of GCED? How can the transformative pedagogy

book development.

tional, regional and international levels.

conflict, internally or externally. Pain and wounds

of GCED contribute to peace and reconciliation?

We hope that this publication will be helpful to all

This concept is premised on the understanding

linger in the minds of people in these countries,

What is an appropriate educational approach to

those who believe in the power of education and

that what is happening at local or national level

and reconciliation and peace is one of the most

deal with memories of past tragedies? How can

the potential of GCED in particular to bring about

is inextricably linked to what is going on at global

challenging issues for them.

we evaluate transformative education?

change in ourselves and in the world. Let’s work

level; hence, the local-global nexus. In most cas-

together.

es, our local problems cannot be dealt with without regard to their nexus with the global. However,
GCED should not necessarily focus only on socalled ‘global issues’ – it is often more realistic to
start by looking at local issues with global perspectives.

Lim Hyun Mook
Director of APCEIU
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Global Citizenship Education for peace and reconciliation :
Overview

Libby Giles, Head of Global Citizenship at St Cuthbert’s
College in New Zealand, provides an overview of GCED and explains
why it is vital in today’s world. Also, she describes key steps to embed and
integrate GCED, based on a whole-school approach.

Who is a global citizen?

is credited with being the first person to coin the

Citizenship is defined in two parts: the state of

citizen of the world”. Universalism was widely

being a member of a particular country and hav-

assumed, and indigenous religions and eastern

ing rights because of it; and the state of living in

philosophies sought cosmic insight from nature

a particular area and behaving in a way that other

(Graham, 2015).

word cosmopolitan, with his claim that “I am a

Libby Giles

Modern global citizenship or cosmopolitanism

Head, Global Citizenship
at St Cuthbert’s College, New Zealand

In the absence of a meta-sovereign to give us
rights, none of us are ‘global citizens’. It is respon-

sponsible for each other and belong to a moral

Libby Giles is a specialist GCED practitioner and

sibility that gives legitimacy to the notion of global

community, we are entitled to different ways of life

philosophy teacher. She has been involved in the

citizenship – responsibility to respect and promote

(Appiah, 2006). In other words, global citizenship
does not mean that everyone becomes the same.

recognises that, while we are all collectively re-

development and promotion of GCED for ten years,

human rights, cultural diversity, the environment

having set up whole school approaches to GCED in

and peace, and responsibility to behave in the way

A recent BBC World Service Poll found that more

two UNESCO associated schools in New Zealand.

others expect and as we expect of others. The

and more people are identifying as global citizens.

responsibility to live together in this way makes

What global citizenship means to them varies and

global citizens of us all and provides a sound phil-

includes the ability to communicate, travel, gain

Libby currently holds a senior leadership role at St
Cuthbert’s College in Auckland as Head of Global Citizenship. She is committed to developing a
world class model of GCED. Libby co-chairs the
New Zealand Association of Philosophy Teachers

osophical basis for teaching and learning.

economic power and “tackle the world’s problems
in a spirit of togetherness”. Togetherness is the

Global citizenship is not a new idea. Responsibility

operative word. Global citizenship is about ‘we’

tween philosophy in schools and GCED. She is also

for each other and for the environment is a given

not ‘us and them’, but does not mean a loss of

particularly drawn to a whole school approach as

for indigenous peoples and was central to many

national, cultural or indigenous identity, a concern

the most effective means of embedding GCED.

ancient civilisations. For example, Socrates iden-

that is responsible for some of the tensions be-

tified as ‘belonging to the world’, and Diogenes

tween cosmopolitanism and nationalism.

and has a special interest in the connection be-

12

people who live there expect of you.
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Global Citizenship Education for peace and reconciliation :
Overview

Why is GCED important
in today’s world?

veloping their own views on how things work and
what matters, opportunities to explore the world
and our place in it are provided through philo-

What is GCED?

While the internet and globalisation have helped

sophical enquiry. Philosophy teaches the ability to

us to connect as global citizens and technological

question and reason and specialises in the skills

to human rights, cultural diversity, peace, justice,

advances offer opportunities for global problem

required for GCED (Goucha, 2007). The skills and

sustainable development and environmental pro-

solving, we face unprecedented challenges, in-

qualities that students acquire build confidence

GCED embodies much of what modern learning is

tection. Thus it engenders empathy with close and

cluding climate change, rising nationalism and

and encourage participation in society, develop

about, from the examination of complex systems

distant communities at the same time as drawing

violent extremism, and many societies around the

wisdom and strengthen the desire to find meaning

to philosophical inquiry into the world around

connections between learning areas that tradition-

world are still plagued by division and inequity.

in the world. Students love to explore metaphys-

us. It provides a conceptual lens and framework

ally stand alone.

How do we encourage people to think beyond

ical questions of existence and being and logic

their own community and national borders? How

provides excellent exercises for honing reason and

dom and well-being to support the socio-emotion-

GCED gives equal weight to developing good

do we get to grips with the fact that the world is an

argument in writing and debate. To question who

al, behavioural, and cognitive domains of learning

character and critical thinking skills, to foster con-

interdependent whole? How can we act responsi-

we are and how we are connected is central to our

and the attributes of UNESCO’s pillars of learning

nectedness with knowledge and common goods.

bly and collectively to protect the planet?

own personal development and to question what

(UNESCO, 2015). GCED begins in early childhood

GCED empowers teachers and students to learn

and runs through primary, secondary and tertiary

and think more critically and creatively in a way

GCED is critical to ensure that we are ready to

education and into life-long learning.

that develops an understanding of self, others and

address these challenges and to be responsible

surroundings, and to participate as active global

citizens in a complex and rapidly changing world.

Globalisation homogenises and threatens diversity,
at least commercially, distancing personal and so-

through which to advance knowledge, skills, wis-

is real is essential for seeking truth in a multi-media maze of information.

GCED is holistic and interdisciplinary and is em-

citizens for the greater good. It emphasises collec-

It can build understanding of important concepts,

bedded in the ethos of the teaching, learning and

tive and individual responsibilities, in accordance

including global governance and common goods,

cietal responsibility from local activity. In contrast,

pastoral care of a school. It does not sit within

with the principles of universal responsibility,

which is essential to understanding the responsi-

‘glocalisation’ is “the simultaneous occurrence of

one learning area, but crosses all areas of school

whereby “the exercise of one’s responsibilities is

bilities that go with possession and enjoyment of

both universalising and particularising tendencies

life, academic, co-curricular, pastoral and or-

the expression of one’s freedom and dignity as a

natural resources and ensuring that they are man-

in contemporary social, political, and economic

ganisational. It provides a framework that links

citizen of the world community” (Charter of Human

aged in a way that promotes and respects peace,

systems… it points to the interconnectedness of

everything within a school community that relates

Responsibilities, 2012).

diversity, rights, equality and the environment.

the global and local levels, it spells neither the end
of geography nor the decline of diversity”. In the

GCED is also critical to enable students to develop

UK Oxfam Curriculum for Global Citizenship, a

GCED is

the skills and qualities required for ethical decision

global citizen “participates in and contributes to

- Asking questions and developing critical thinking skills

making in day-to-day life and careers – for exam-

the community at a range of levels from the local

- Gaining knowledge, skills, and values to participate as responsible, active citizens

ple, it is vital that we apply an ethical lens to the

to the global”. GCED promotes understanding of

- Acknowledging the complexity of global issues in everyday local life

potential of artificial intelligence and nanotechnol-

and acting on local issues in a global context, in-

- Understanding our connection and responsibility to the environment

ogy – and for active participation as responsible

tegrated with global drivers for responsibility such

citizens. At the individual level, GCED develops

as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the

skills and attributes that can widen career options

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), interna-

and open doors into fields as diverse as strategic

tional agreements, and corporate responsibilities.

and to each other as human beings
- Transformative pedagogy
- Connecting knowing, doing, and well-being

management, research and planning, systems
GCED is not

analysis, legal and medical professions, educa-

This approach not only recognises that local is-

- Too difficult for young people to understand

tion, political analysis, ethics, social policy, design,

sues are impacted by global systems but is also

- Telling people what to think and do

international relations and global governance.

helpful for understanding that indigenous interests
are aligned with GCED. Indigenous people’s views,

- Providing simple solutions to complex issues
- An extra subject to fit into a crowded curriculum

Beyond working life, GCED is also vital for a

their land-based systems of governance, knowl-

- A passing fad

meaningful life. According to Socrates “The un-

edge, traditions and spirituality, and their ideas of

- International ‘do-gooding’

examined life is not worth living” and, indeed, to

guardianship, connectedness and responsibility

- A brand for marketing purposes

not think and question is to be a passenger in life,

to preserve the earth and all that lives on it are the

distanced from the responsibility to seek truth and

embodiment of global citizenship.

Box 1. GCED is and is not.
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act ethically. At a time when young people are de15
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A name, a home, and leadership

Supporting and valuing teachers

as well as to set examples for others to follow. In

For GCED to flourish, it must have the full support

One of the greatest challenges is the concern that

invaluable. Furthermore, training through a globally

and commitment of the school leadership. The

GCED is something else to fit into an overcrowd-

connected organisation helps teachers to get to

first thing to do is to name it as a whole school

ed curriculum. This is a valid concern as GCED is

know and use the language of international docu-

initiative, and to create a leadership role or coordi-

not a subject to add but a framework to support

ments and agreements in their practice. Teacher

nation role to manage it and a home for planning,

what is taking place in many learning areas, and

training institutions can also look to recruiting

learning and associated activities.

so there is a significant amount to do to embed it.

more graduates with interdisciplinary degrees to

Valuing what is already happening, and identifying

foster cross curricular learning.

© St Cuthbert’s

the absence of local GCED teacher training, this is

A whole-school approach
GCED at St Cuthbert's provides a framework

Naming the initiative is vital to its existence and

where GCED is already found in the curriculum

understanding of its essence. Many opportunities

through curriculum mapping, is the best place

It is also important to provide professional devel-

are available for students and teachers to partici-

to start. The facilitation of philosophical enquiry

opment opportunities for teachers to share ideas

pate locally and internationally on global issues but

skills across all learning areas and across year

and make connections, as this strengthens ped-

without someone to receive the mail and match

levels can help teachers and students make con-

agogical practice and helps to break down silos.

the people with opportunities for participation,

nections between their subject learning and their

Global teacher exchanges and teacher trainee

these opportunities are lost. Furthermore, a leader

lives. Younger children are naturally global in their

internships can be enormously effective. St Cuth-

or coordinator can inform and support the school

views and junior school pedagogy tends to be

bert’s has hosted interns from Belgium for the last

community on the development of GCED and help

more holistic. This can get lost in the senior years

two years through the UNESCO network, with

make connections. The coordinator can facilitate

as the focus turns to formal assessment.

great results for teachers and students alike.
Rethinking the boundaries of the classroom and

professional development within the school and

for education that is aligned to the principles of

work with students to develop understanding and

It is teachers who will make GCED part of the

the College, the aspirations of the New Zealand

participation. Creating such a role, rather than re-

curriculum but this is a challenge for teachers op-

the responsibilities for delivering GCED is need-

Curriculum, UNESCO’s pillars of learning, and the

lying on an individual, ensures the sustainability of

erating in a system that is driven by assessment.

ed to address concerns about teacher overload.

SDGs.

the initiative.

Effective GCED requires a whole school ap-

Not aligned to a subject or confined to the class-

proach and is a process of life-long learning that

room, the library at St Cuthbert’s has become

transcends all disciplines and extends beyond

home to the ‘global commons’. It is an interdisci-

the classroom into our daily lives and the wider

plinary space for the love of literature and learning,

community. Located in every aspect of school life,

a common space for being, living together, sharing

GCED is in the vision, the strategic direction, goal

and participation for the common good. Sympo-

setting, the appraisal process, pastoral care, food,

siums are hosted for a diverse range of secondary

transport, and the wider school community. GCED

and tertiary students from around the country.

is holistic, aims to advance knowledge, skills and

Topics have included the existential threats of cli-

well-being, and values education beyond assess-

mate change and nuclear weapons. More recently,

ment.

Teacher training in GCED such as that provided

Teachers need management support and suitable

online by APCEIU empowers teachers and de-

resources to encourage their creativity, profes-

partment leaders to plan and align their practice

sional development.

an Accelerated Action symposium was held to
prepare students for active roles in New Zealand’s

The key steps to embed and integrate GCED into

second SDGs summit and the youth climate

a school include:

strikes. The global commons is also a space for

Giving GCED a name, a home, and leadership

supporting teachers and engaging the wider com-

	Supporting teachers and valuing what they are

munity.

doing
	Valuing education beyond assessment
© St Cuthbert’s

	Involving students
	Engaging the wider community and communicating well
	Prioritising well-being
16
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Valuing education

Engaging the wider community

beyond assessment

and communicating well

We need to value education beyond assessment.

By reaching out to the wider community and work-

The demands of assessment hold us to an indus-

ing in partnership across sectors, students and

trialised model, producing well-oiled machines for

teachers can share ideas and practice with those

pumping out winners, that does little to develop

in leadership positions. At the same time, business

thinkers ready to act in a complex, connected

and political leaders can learn from the voice and

world. St Cuthbert’s has developed an integrated

creativity of young people. Traditional approaches

programme of learning call HUB (health, universi-

to learning are becoming less relevant in a global-

ty, and beyond) which develops life skills for girls

ised, networked world and students’ participation

and an understanding of their place in the world.

in the wider community helps to break down silos

HUB delivers a whole approach to learning that

in teaching and learning. Communicating with

integrates the abstract with the practical and pro-

families is also vital. Families like to know what

motes self-development, well-being, and human

their children are learning and how they can be

flourishing.

involved; they are also a rich source of experience

© St Cuthbert’s
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and opportunity.
The intended outcomes are that girls will leave
school with:
	An understanding of how they fit into the world
– their identity, responsibilities and what they
can contribute

Understanding that responsibility in GCED is
Prioritising well-being

	Critical and creative thinking skills and ability to

Conclusion

consistent with these concepts is central to living
together in peace and as equals.

We can be at one with our place in the world when
we are at one with ourselves. We seek to create

take action

The demands of assessment-driven cognitive

	Confidence, with a well-developed sense of self,

learning can have a negative impact on the be-

Building on the global citizenship framework, St

an environment in which our students will develop

resilience and ability to empathise and give

havioural and emotional domains of learning and

Cuthbert’s is developing well-being programmes

character strengths of resilience, optimism, flexible

	Respect for others and understanding of what

are associated with increased rates of mental

that are intended to:

thinking, emotional regulation, empathy and emo-

others can give

health issues. Prioritising well-being within the

	Increase students well-being and reduce rates

tional awareness. GCED helps us to understand

	Resilience as independent young women

GCED framework seeks to bring balance.

of mental health issues

our own identity and our place in the world.

	A framework for ethical decision-making

Getting students involved

	Grow the practice of global citizenship within
At a time when young people are developing their

In New Zealand, the socio-emotional, behavioural

the school

and cognitive domains of learning are consistent

	Create a strong foundation for an ongoing

own views on how things work and what matters,

with the principles of biculturalism embedded in

well-being conversation and practice

GCED provides opportunity for students to anal-

the Treaty of Waitangi and linked to Te Ao Māori

	Empower students to make responsive and

yse and critique big ideas, to seek knowledge and

by three fundamental concepts, outlined in a Min-

wise choices when it comes to choosing a self-

insight from a variety of viewpoints and to explore

care/therapeutic practice to meet their mental

different cultural perspectives. By participating in

istry of Education Call to Action.
In New Zealand, Ako is a two-way teaching and

health needs

the reasoned exchange of ideas in the classroom,

learning process where the educator is also

This document incorporates sustainability and

	Grow nurturing connections and collaborations

students develop greater tolerance of and respect

learning from the student. This underpins GCED,

global citizenship across the curriculum and re-

amongst the rest of the school and wider com-

for others. People educated as global citizens will

enabling students to become comfortable with

flects these concepts:

munity

recognise the essential role of empathy in human

the language of global citizenship and to be em-

	Tūrangawaewae – Understanding where I stand

powered to learn and to use their voice to enact

	Kaitiakitanga – Caring for people and place

All year 10 students spend a transformative month

how we might implement GCED, we should be

flourishing. So rather than questioning why and

change through opportunities for leadership and

(guardianship)

at a remote camp. This is doing GCED, not learn-

asking what the consequences will be if we do not

collaboration.

	Whakapuāwai – Flourishing ever forward

ing about it. The experience advances socio-emo-

educate for global citizenship.

tional, behavioural, and cognitive well-being. It
connects students to their tūranagawaewae and
the interconnected nature of everything.
18
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Global Citizenship Education for peace and reconciliation :
Overview

Helen Henderson, Strategic Development Manager at St. Columb’s Park
House Peace Centre in Northern Ireland and Rilli Lappalainen,
Founder and Chair of Bridge 47, provide an overview, with examples,
of how GCED can contribute to building a culture of peace
and non-violence and how it is linked to the SDGs.

© Loizos Loukaidis

How GCED can
contribute to peace,
reconciliation and
sustainable development

Helen Henderson

Rilli Lappalainen

Strategic Development Manager, St. Columb’s
Park House Peace Centre, Northern Ireland

Founder and Chair, Bridge 47

Helen Henderson is based in St Columb’s Park
House, a Peace and Reconciliation Centre in Northern Ireland. In this role, she develops the vision for
the organisation alongside core peace programmes
that engage the local community. She has spent
most of her working life in the community sector
and worked for many years with an international
NGO, Children in Crossfire, delivering their global
education programme with teachers and youth
workers. She completed a Master in Education for
Contemporary Society and is keen to further explore how nature can contribute towards cultivating
peace and a holistic sense of identity.
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Rilli Lappalainen is the Founder and Chair of Bridge

Understanding interdependency

A crucial element of GCED is understanding the

and the root causes of conflict and war

structural causes of poverty and inequality and the

47, a global network that brings people together

root causes of conflict and war. Exploring the root

to share and learn about Target 4.7 of the SDGs.

GCED creates an opportunity to address issues

causes raises uncomfortable questions about power

Bridge 47 (www.bridge47.org) mobilises people

relating to peace within a ‘one world’ context that

and inequality, climate change, weak governance,

respects the interdependence of all things. A deep

and how actions in one part of the world contribute

to act for positive change with the help of GCED
through facilitating networking, doing advocacy,
building partnerships and providing spaces for innovation. Rilli is currently working as the Director of
Policy and Advocacy in Fingo, which is the platform
for Finnish Development NGOs. Also, Rilli is a reg-

understanding of interdependence means that

to suffering in other parts of the world. Hart highlights

communities can accept the fact that the safety

how ownership of land and natural resources has fu-

and well-being of one family or community is de-

elled conflict: “Resource wealth…. has provided the

pendent on the safety and well-being of other fam-

continuing motive for fighting in around one third of

ular speaker on global issues at national, European

ilies or communities. This understanding bridges

wars from 1990-2002” (Hart, 2005). GCED provides

and global levels, and also holds several positions

ideas about ‘us’ and ‘them’ and creates awareness

an opportunity to explore these issues as well as to

of trust, for example as the vice-chair of Forus, a

of the systems at play in our world that perpetuate

empower communities to challenge inequality and

global network of National NGO Platforms.

conflict, competitiveness and inequality.

cultivate a culture of peace and reconciliation.
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example, critical GCED allows a deep exploraCompassionate Campaigning and the Environmental Gathering

tion of colonialism and an understanding of how

Compassionate Campaigning is about compassion for others and awareness of our interdepen-

this continues to play out in the world today. In a

dence within local and global systems, and compassion and self-care for oneself as an activist and

reconciliation context, a critical model of GCED

a person. The Compassionate Campaigning Programme in Northern Ireland supports local people

(Andreotti, 2006) can help to shift the focus away

in making changes or preventing change on a range of issues that cut across traditional communal

from blaming other communities to acknowledging

identification and division, such as disability, ageism and environmental issues.

collective responsibility and understanding of the

Within the sphere of environmental activism, the desire to protect the planet unifies people in

bigger picture.

a global purpose that goes beyond the sectarian narrative of ‘them’ and ‘us’. Campaigners are
defending local land, mountains and rivers against fracking and the extractive activities of multina-

GCED uses a range of participative and enqui-

tional gold mining companies, advocating for clean-up of illegal toxic dumping beside rivers, and

ry-based methodologies and tools that build skills

trying to save areas of ancient woodland. Global connections have been established with other

in critical literacy and understanding multiple

indigenous campaigners and earth protectors in North and South America, Romania and Spain.

perspectives. Methods such as Open Space for

Campaigners, or ‘Earth Protectors’, meet every few months at the Environmental Gathering in

Dialogue and Enquiry (OSDE), appreciative enqui-

St Columb’s Park House to learn, share stories and to gain inspiration, solace and support. The

ry and deconstructing stereotypes can increase

Gathering includes talks, presentations, poetry, music, dance, street theatre and sharing of food.

self-awareness, identify assumptions and develop

The Gathering offers an opportunity to feel a sense of community and solidarity and an opportuni-

an understanding of other perspectives and narra-

ty to experience the power of the collective. It was through the Gathering that the local branch of

tives.

Campaigners reported feelings of isolation, overwhelm, anxiety and poor mental health, and a key

Critical literacy and OSDE help to create safe,

lesson learned was the need to pay more attention to self-care and collective care for campaign-

inclusive spaces for dialogue where all voices are

ers to avoid burnout. This also involves a journey of self-discovery and cultivating compassion for

equally valued and welcome, and contribute to de-

perceived enemies. The Gathering has also identified the need to continue to build community in

veloping mutual understanding and constructive

a more holistic manner, with nature, the environment and an acknowledgement of our common

public debate.

© Loizos Loukaidis

Extinction Rebellion was established.

humanity at its core.
Box 2. Compassionate Campaigning and the Environmental Gathering

It really boils down to this: that all life is interrelat-

Building understanding of multiple

ed. We are all caught in an inescapable network

perspectives and creating ‘safe spaces’ to

of mutuality, tied into a single garment of destiny.

explore contentious issues

Whatever affects one directly, affects all indirect-

Innovative approaches to teaching history in Cyprus
After any conflict, dealing with the legacy issues, including how the history of that conflict is
taught, can be controversial and difficult for educators. A hesitancy to open old wounds combined

ly….And before you finish eating breakfast in the

In today’s world it is increasingly important to

with lack of confidence or skills to address contentious issues are some of the factors that hinder

morning, you’ve depended on more than half the

create safe spaces to address divisive issues. In

learning. The Association for Historical Dialogue and Research (AHDR) in Cyprus is one of many

world. This is the way our universe is structured,

post-conflict situations in particular, communities

examples where non-government organisations (NGOs) have supported innovative approaches to

this is its interrelated quality. We aren’t going to

are often hesitant to discuss controversial issues

teaching divided histories in a collaborative and inclusive way. Their approach combines critical

have peace on Earth until we recognize this basic

and fearful of opening old wounds, creating a cul-

thinking and enquiry with opportunities for intercultural dialogue and cooperation. It takes a holistic

fact of the interrelated structure of all reality.

ture of silence.

view of education, in which goals of peace education, human rights education, intercultural edu-

- Martin Luther King

cation, critical education and environmental education are integrated. Their work includes teacher
GCED can create a safe space in which to ex-

training, public outreach tools, historical archives, exhibitions, research, public debate and deliver-

plore contentious issues, without targeting blame

ing peace through bicycle and walking tours. Training and support for educators working within the

at any particular individual, institution or social

non-formal and community sector is also seen as important for good quality holistic peace educa-

group, and can provide the tools and methods

tion.

for communities to have difficult conversations in
a way that builds rather than burns bridges. For
22

Box 3. Innovative approaches to teaching history in Cyprus
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Building a sense of belonging to the global

Cultivating respect for diversity

community and common humanity
Whilst recognising our common humanity, it is
also important to recognise and respect diversity.

tive identity and responsibility on a global level

People tend to gravitate towards other people with

(www.oneworldcentre.au). This focus on common

similar backgrounds and attitudes and GCED’s

humanity moves beyond sectarian and ethnic

focus on respect for diversity and inclusion may,

Challenges

boundaries to recognise the humanity in every

therefore, feel threatening or new to some. Howev-

Educators and practitioners need to consider a

individual and concentrate on what unites people

er, it is critical that difference is actively sought out

number of issues and risks associated with the

rather than what divides them. This can be a pow-

and included – based on the principle of ‘invite not

role of GCED in building peace and reconciliation.

erful tool for forging a meaningful connection with

convert’. This is reflected in GCED, which invites

someone perceived as ‘other’ or an ‘enemy’.

diversity with no expectation or agenda to convert
to a certain way of thinking or behaving.

First, as Paulo Freire stated in his Pedagogy of the
Oppressed in 1968, education is never neutral.

However, developing meaningful relationships

Educators and practitioners need to be conscious

and engagement requires trust, and building trust

of and explicitly articulate the values that underpin

takes time. Bringing people together – using arts,
nature-based activities, story-telling and other

© Nuala Crilly

Global citizenship focuses on solidarity, collec-

GCED and to continually reflect on whether their
Knowledge is not enough

tools to facilitate human connection and sharing –

approach challenges or continues to serve the
dominant paradigm. They also need to explore

can create opportunities to get beyond our many

GCED recognises that knowledge alone does

their own background and values and how this

layers of identity to discover common needs and

not necessarily lead to changes in attitudes, be-

might influence their pedagogy and their approach

concerns.

haviours and lifestyles. Neuroscience highlights

to inclusivity and diversity.

the concept of neuroplasticity and the idea that
people can change and “can become what they

Second, policy makers and practitioners need to

practice” (Life University,2018). If people practice

be aware of the potential impact of issues related

Key questions to consider

hate, they become hateful, but if they practice

to allocating blame and redressing the injustices

- 	How can GCED cultivate compassion and

compassion, they become compassionate. Meth-

of the past. Blame can lead to denial, stop con-

ods and practices to cultivate prosocial skills,

versation and entrench attitudes. Substantial time

such as compassion, empathy and forgiveness,

and energy can be invested in debating the facts

are being developed.

of history without reaching consensus and the ac-

- 	If peace is a practice, then how can it

ceptance of multiple perspectives and narratives

be taught within a GCED framework?

empathy as core skills?
- 	How can GCED be contextualised in societies emerging from conflict?

What is required is an intentional cultivation of

can be difficult for people who have been directly

What are the conditions necessary to feel

compassion as a skill….The idea that values and

impacted by conflict. A focus on responsibility

peace? How can educators create these

emotions like compassion can be considered

rather than blame can be helpful, ‘some are guilty,

conditions for people or at least practice

trainable skills is an interesting one. Implicit in this

but we are all responsible’. Care must be taken not

peace and discernment themselves?

view is the idea that it will not be enough to pro-

to re-traumatise communities and education and

- 	How can GCED offer a way of educating

mote values in society and education, but rather

interventions must be based on the principle of ‘do

people that helps cultivate inner peace

that concrete methods for cultivating values must

no harm’.

and healing as well as building courage

be taught as tools that individuals can then em-

and strength to face global issues as a

ploy for self-development.

Third, there is a risk that GCED and global issues

collective? How can it help us to develop

- Ozawa-de-Silva, 2014

that seem to be unsolvable can overwhelm people

resilience?

and cause a sense of hopelessness and fear.

- 	How can GCED be appreciative of local

© Loizos Loukaidis

indigenous knowledge and experience?
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- 	How can GCED raise consciousness
about global justice in a way that does not
create more fear and anxiety?
Box 4. Key questions to consider
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GCED and the SDGs

Conclusion

To achieve Agenda 2030, we need a significant

If we don’t teach our children peace,

shift in how people think and act, and that shift

someone else will teach them violence.

can only be achieved with the help of transforma-

- Colman McCarthy

© Nuala Crilly

tive learning. This education needs to be life-long,
and encompass informal and non-formal settings,

GCED, a ‘one world’ holistic model of education,

in addition to formal ones. While transformative

is an opportunity to cultivate connection, empathy

education taking place is in schools, we cannot

and an understanding of issues of global justice.

place the burden of changing the world on young

It is a chance to reconnect communities with the

people alone.

natural environment and for people to be inspired

Target 4.7 of the SDGs covers GCED, and also

peace as an active global citizen in solidarity with

Education for Sustainable Development (ESD),

people from all over the world. It has the potential

and informed by nature. It is a space to practice

human rights, gender equality, peace and non-vi-

to offer a safe space and a framework to remem-

olence, and appreciation of cultural diversity. To

ber the past without forgetting the future. In this

increase the quality of our work, there needs to

respect GCED and peace education could be

be more exchange and reflection between these

perfect companions to guide us towards peaceful,

different strands of transformative education, and

collaborative social change.

different approaches to GCED need to be adopted
depending on the circumstances.
The contribution of civil society to the achievement
of Target 4.7 is vital, since civil society has strong
links to communities and the ability to reach those
left furthest behind, but all sectors of society need
to be engaged and committed to taking Target 4.7
forward.
The Bridge 47 Network was created to build
bridges between different types of value-based
education and different sectors of society, and it
offers a space for exchanging experiences and
coordinating action. Only by working together can
© Loizos Loukaidis

we achieve Agenda 2030 and find the solutions
towards building a more peaceful, just and sustainable world.
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Transformative
pedagogy for
building peace

Yonas Adaye Adeto
Director, Institute for Peace and Security Studies,
Addis Ababa University, Ethiopia

Global Citizenship Education for peace and reconciliation :
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Yonas Adaye Adeto, Director of the Institute for
Peace and Security Studies at Addis Ababa University in Ethiopia,
discusses the role of transformative pedagogy in building peace.

Transformative pedagogy, unlike conventional

These are necessary ingredients in the learning

pedagogy, is emancipating and enabling for learn-

and developmental processes of learners. How-

ers, teachers and the community at a local level

ever, they are not sufficient conditions to create a

with global implications. This chapter considers

whole person who is capable of thinking critically,

why we need to focus on transformative peda-

behaving responsibly, building peace and engag-

gogy, how transformative pedagogy can enable

ing in issues of common concern as a global citi-

learners, teachers and the community to build

zen.

peace at a local level and how this has positive
implications for global citizenship.

and ‘forming’ the learner to ‘transforming’ him or

Yonas Adaye Adeto is Director and Assistant Profes-

her through a learner-centred pedagogy where

sor at the Institute for Peace and Security Studies

the learner actively engages, critically and pro-

(IPSS), Addis Ababa University. He obtained his
Ph.D. degree in Peace Studies from the University

actively thinks, and contributes to the learning
Why focus on transformative pedagogy?

of Bradford. He has published peer reviewed journal articles and book chapters on peace-building,
peace education and global security, has presented
papers at a wide range of international conferences
on GCED and Peace Education, is a regular guest on
national and international broadcasters and, as part
of community service, is working with the Ethiopian
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Hence, there is a need to shift from ‘informing’

process. Such a transformative pedagogy can be
conceptualised as an enquiry-based, innovative

To explain the rationale for focusing on transfor-

approach to teaching and learning where learning

mative pedagogy, we need to understand what it

transcends the mind and connects with hearts

means. Conventional pedagogy at primary, sec-

and hands by transforming knowledge, attitudes,

ondary, or even tertiary levels of education focus-

skills, and the learner.

es mainly on ‘informing’ learners about what they

Foreign Policy Review Team, Ministry of Foreign Af-

should know. Sometimes, it aims at ‘forming’ or

With this approach, learning opportunities are

fairs.

shaping the behaviour of students through ‘char-

connected to inclusion, democratic citizenship,

acter building’, by inculcating in them codes of

freedom of thought and expression, respect for di-

conduct or moral content to render them obedient.

versity and human dignity, and use of non-violent
29
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means of conflict resolution. Consequently, trans-

and limitations and develops their autonomy, lead-

How does transformative pedagogy enable

To make sense of violent conflict, learners need to

formative pedagogy is not limited to one subject

ing them to the next step or level of engagement,

learners to build peace?

break it down and identify conflict actors, issues

being taught a few hours a week; it involves the

which is dialogue. Dialogue is a crucial stage for

whole school and community (Meyers, 2008).

and power relations. They can draw a pattern from

developing critical thinking skills, where educators

In order to engage in peace-building activities,

the analysis and map it. For instance, they can

provide learners with different controversial ideas

learners need to understand what violent conflict

take a family, an organisation or a community con-

For Meyers (2008) transformative pedagogy in-

and topics for debate and discussion and allow

is, what causes it and how it can be resolved. A

flict as a case study. First, they analyse the level,

cludes five elements. The cornerstone is, first and

them to share their positions. By being self-criti-

violent conﬂict is an incompatible interaction be-

actors and relations. Second, they sketch a map

foremost, creating a safe environment for learners

cal, imagining alternatives and respecting others’

tween at least two actors, where one of the actors

to show the pattern of conflict. Finally, they reflect

where trust and facilitation prevail. Second is en-

views, learners examine their position and engage

experiences physical, psychological or structural

on how this helps them to understand the conflict.

couraging learners to think about their experienc-

in debate, further developing their proactive and

damage and the other causes this damage inten-

The enquiry, exploration, dialogue, discovery, and

es, beliefs and biases, to develop critical thinking

critical thinking skills.

tionally. Such conflicts arise from unequal social

reflection levels of transfromative pedgaogy can

status, unequal wealth and access to resources,

be applied to this.

alternatives. Third is using teaching strategies that

The fourth step, discovery, follows from the de-

and asymmetrical power relations – leading to dis-

promote student engagement and participation,

bates and discussions. Discovery is where stu-

crimination, unemployment, poverty, oppression

Questions to consider include: Who are the core

based on the assumption that students are active

dents discover new ways of thinking and that they

and crime. The conflict process can start small, as

actors in the conflict? What are the conflict is-

learners and generators of knowledge through

have learned something about others and them-

the dot in Figure 1 shows.

interaction among themselves and with their facil-

selves. They learn to live together with ideas and

conflict actors? Are perceptions of the causes and

itators or teachers. This can be practised through

perspectives that are different from theirs, which is

nature of the conflict among the different actors

collaborative learning, problem-solving games,

akin to Meyers’ idea of collaborative learning. It is

fuelling the fire? What is the current behaviour of

skills by examining assumptions and imagining

sues? What are the relationships between the

role-playing, school dramas and the like. Fourth is

at this stage that they discover methods of learn-

the actors and their leaders? Based on enquiry

posing real-world problems that enable students

ing how to learn, which pave the way for reflection,

and dialogue, the learners can move on to discov-

to observe social reality inside and outside school,

the fifth step. The facilitator or teacher guides

ery, reflection on their understanding the conflict

examine alternative perspectives and experiences,

learners to step back and think about their experi-

issues, causes, actors and power relationships.

discuss and examine themes of social justice such

ence and the main points they have identified from

This understanding can enable them to consider

as inclusion and exclusion, access to resources

what they have asked, explored, discussed and

the action of peace-building.

and opportunities, and the impact of political and

discovered and how to connect these to their con-

economic power and hierarchy. Finally, by reflect-

text.

ing on these issues and implementing action-ori-

Ending violence, ceasefire, peacemaking, peaceFigure 1.	Conflict as a dot (co-created in 2017 for a
peace pedagogy in Lesotho)

keeping and, finally, building peace, is a long, diffi-

ented solutions, learners can experience transfor-

The following question, which requires personal

mative pedagogy (Meyers, 2008; UNESCO-IICBA,

transformation, can be asked. How do we move

2). At the action stage, the focus should be on

2018; Yonas, 2019).

from learning in the classroom to the final step,

raising learners’ awareness about building peace

cult, intricated and demanding journey (see Figure

action in building peace in our communities? Both

in a fractured and post-conflict society by employ-

For the Arigatou Foundation (2008), transformative

authors emphasise that at this stage learners need

ing transfromative pedagogy.

pedagogy is a learner-centred process of eman-

to be encouraged to think of active ways in which

cipation, discovery and action, realised through

they can engage inside and outside the classroom

six steps. The first step is motivation, where stu-

to build peace and transform their communities.

and participate in the learning process, which is

In summary, motivation, exploration, interaction,

similar to building trust and the safe environment

encounter, discovery, critical thinking, reflection

proposed by Meyers. Such questions can provide

and action are building blocks of transformative

students with a sense of direction and, as a result,

pedagogy, where the learner is at the centre of the

they actively engage in the learning process. This

learning process. The rationale for transformative

leads them to the second element, exploration.

pedagogy is, therefore, its capacity to help learn-

Learners seek answers to the questions they

ers to develop skills, knowledge and attitudes that

have raised by exploring and examining different

empower them to live together in a diverse society

sources. This process exposes their own biases

and build sustainable peace.

(Hurting) Stalemate

Intencity

dents ask themselves why they should engage

Conflict Escalation

Conflict Emergence

Latent
Conflict

De-escalation / Negotiation

Dispute Settlement

Post-Conflict
Peacebuilding
Time

Figure 2. Stages of conflict process and peace-building (adapted from Ramsbotham et al, 2016)
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To this end, conceptual clarity about peace-build-

Stage B. Containing the fire and preventing

ing is essential. As can be seen in Figure 2,

contagious effects of the flames

peace-building is the last stage in a conflict pro-

lines, and discuss what justice and forgiveness
call for. School mini-media can be used to spread
messages of peace instead of war, or to generate

cess. In this process, time is what matters most

In situations ranging from conflict escalation to

more understanding of opposing viewpoints as a

and it therefore follows that peace-building is a

(hurting) stalemate (see Figure 2), violent conflict

result of transformative pedagogy, which can help

long-term endeavour.

can create an opportunity for those seeking social

to contain the fire and prevent it from spreading.

change and a shift in the power structure or politiBuilding peaceful, stable communities and societ-

Stage A. Transforming the fuels and

cal system. However, this is also the point at which

ies requires building on a firm foundation of justice

preventing the fire

those in power try to hold on to power and main-

and restore relationships and transform unjust in-

Figure 2 shows that at the ‘transforming the fuel

ship action that sparks violence, such as arresting

and reconciliation. The process should strengthen

tain the status quo, and this can result in leaderStage C. Containing damage

stitutions and systems. If transformative pedagogy

and preventing the fire’ stage, the situation is

community leaders or refusing court decisions,

is to enable learners and the community to build

somewhere between appearing to be peaceful

and responses, such as protest marches and even

Civil wars are devastating, and civilians are more

peace, the content, method and the approach

on the surface and experiencing significant so-

assassinations. The type of action taken by those

likely than combatants to be killed or injured

should be conducive to and reflective of the so-

cial tension (between latent conflict and conflict

in power, and by others, influences the likelihood

(Gurr, 1993). Understanding these empirical facts

cio-cultural and political context of the community.

emergence to conflict escalation). In areas where

that conflict will escalate further into violence.

is a prerequisite for transformative pedagogy to

This is because peace-building is a matter of atti-

violent conflict is possible, we often see people

tude change, relationship building, and changing

pushing for social change, and view them as the

Again, this situation has occurred in South Sudan,

Specific roles of peace-builders include, among

the mindset of victims and perpetrators, as well as

most ‘flammable’ or dangerous elements because

despite the efforts of the international community

others, acting as intermediaries and building up

a matter of time.

engage in building peace by containing damage.

of their high visibility. However, those who try to

and regional power brokers such as the Intergov-

trust with the leaders of the conflicting parties.

maintain an unjust status quo are equally danger-

ernmental Authority on Development (IGAD). The

Learners can demonstrate these roles through

An ideal place to achieve such change is through

ous, although less visible, as they push in the op-

government and the opposition continued indis-

drama and role-play in schools and gradually

formal, informal and non-formal peace educa-

posite direction to those seeking change. At this

criminate killings and internal displacements up

get into the real peace-builders’ roles. They can

tion at every level of the education system, using

stage, there are a number of tasks and activities

until 2019. A key question is how transformative

see and feel that transformative pedagogy goes

transformative pedagogy. Building peace in a

for peace-builders. These need to be unpacked, dis-

pedagogy can help learners to understand such

beyond cognitive focus to healing the trauma,

post-conflict context through transformative ped-

cussed and demonstrated using practical examples.

scenarios.

agogy involves five stages (Caritas, 2013; Rams-

reaching out for forgiveness and reconciliation.
Learners appreciate and understand that people

botham et al, 2016; Yonas, 2019). These stages are

South Sudan is such an example. Immediately af-

An important first step is to get the right infor-

directly and indirectly involved in the fighting have

captured in a ‘fire’ metaphor: (a) transforming the

ter independence on 9 July 2011 there was jubila-

mation, in particular unbiased facts about what

lost loved ones, and experienced a great deal of

fuels and preventing the fire; (b) containing the fire

tion all over the country, but also real concern that

is happening on the ground, and to analyse this

trauma and stress. This is the stage where learn-

and preventing contagious effects of the flames; (c)

the underlying causes of civil war had not been

using the conflict mapping and analysis approach

ers understand the concepts of ‘do no harm’, ‘feel
others’ pain’ and ‘cool off the coals’ of conflict.

containing damage; (d) cooling off the coals; and (e)

addressed. Just over two years later, in Decem-

discussed earlier. Ideally, learners should hear

reconstructing from the ashes. These stages are

ber 2013, violent conflict erupted and escalated

directly from representatives of the different par-

They are encouraged to feel the pain of others and

discussed below.

causing death and destruction. The factors that

ties and those who are trying to mediate, to try to

devise their own ways of participating in contain-

fuelled this – such as social injustice, ownership

understand their perspective and how they would

ing the damage of violent conflict at community

and allocation of resources, political participation,

feel in their position.

level as a way of building peace following class

© Shutter Stock

the concerns of youth, and prejudice – could be
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discussions.

the basis for discussion in classes using transfor-

Equally importantly, peace-building activities at

mative pedagogy. This requires both teachers and

this stage need to provide alternative media and

students to be motivated to explore further, dis-

communications sources about the conflict con-

cuss, discover, reflect and consider action. Group

text. This may involve newspapers or newsletters

work, role-play and collaborative learning can be

that spread messages for peace, including de-

used to identify underlying causes and how these

bunking myths about the ‘enemy’. It is at this point

can be addressed, including how negative atti-

that learners test their critical thinking ability by in-

tudes towards other ethnic, religious or political

vestigating the stories from different angles. Such

groups can be changed and how people can be-

activities will help them to tell powerful stories

come more accepting of others and of difference.

of people reaching out to others across conflict
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Stage D. Cooling off the coals

further build and help to heal relationships by in-

core of peace-building, our activities are intimately

we do, where we engage and how we focus our

corporating people from across the former conflict

connected to the nature and quality of our rela-

energies – our peace-building work will respond

During this stage of conflict – de-escalation,

lines, and engaging them in a process that uses

tionships. Peace-building builds and supports

to a crisis but will not be driven by it. This can be

mediation and negotiation – the intensity of vio-

and recognises contributions from each group.

the interdependent relationships necessary for

simulated in workshops and school dramas before

lence decreases. Although there is the threat of

An alternative way of identifying peace-building

pursuing and sustaining desired changes. This

they are practised in the community as a vehicle

violence resurging, there is also an opportunity to

roles is by using the peace-building leadership

necessarily includes developing processes that

for peace-building.

redirect the parties towards non-violent methods

triangle – top, middle and grassroots – as the

forge relationships between people who are not

of change and conflict resolution. It takes consid-

primary organising structure. Whichever way we

like-minded but are nevertheless interdependent.

erable work to cool the hot emotions and hatreds

choose, peace-building should be based on the

The translation of transformative pedagogy into

A peace-building infrastructure is based on peo-

that exist, but it is during this stage that we see

following five principles: (1) be comprehensive; (2)

peace-building requires that the interdependence

ple, their relationships and the social spaces they

the possibility of social transformation, political

strengthen interdependent relationships; (3) be

of different actors is practised.

create, which are necessary for reconciliation and

reform and security sector reform including jus-

sustainable; (4) be strategic in focus; and (5) con-

tice systems. Hence, through the transformative

struct an infrastructure for peace (Lederach, 1997;

(3) Sustainable

gin putting principles and frameworks into action,

pedagogy, learners, teachers and community

Caritas, 2013). These principles provide useful

As described earlier, time is the most crucial

particularly through linking short-term action with

peace-builders can be a part of local reconcili-

guidelines for designing and assessing specific

factor in the peace-building process. Violent

a longer-term peace-building vision. An infrastruc-

(5) Peace infrastructure

conflict transformation. These are designed to be-

ation and peace-building organisations. Strong

peace-building interventions and, hence, need

conflicts occur over generations, and we can

ture provides the social spaces, logistical mech-

local organisations and networks of organisations

to be clearly outlined in transformative pedagogy

expect peace-building to take no less time. For

anisms and institutions necessary for supporting

are critical for building a firm foundation for peace

that is intended to help build peace.

peace-building to be sustainable over generations,

the process of change and a long-term vision of

we need to pay attention to where our activities

peace. Infrastructure provides the basic support
that enables people and peace-building processes

in the community; liaising with schools that practise transformative pedagogy and other relevant

(1) Comprehensive

are leading us. While comprehensiveness requires

stakeholders can help to improve relationships

For transformative pedagogy to be a means of

that we think beyond the immediate and come up

to address immediate crises while patiently pursu-

between conflicting groups in order to reconstruct

building sustainable peace, it should underscore

with effective responses to issues and crises to

ing slow, long-term change. Such long-term strat-

the post-conflict society.

that peace-building must be comprehensive, i.e.

reach a long-term vision, sustainability requires

egies can be achieved mainly through disciplining

Stage E. Reconstructing from the ashes

that we need to be able to see the overall picture

that we think about what creates an on-going

the human mind, cultivating the human heart and

in order to effect change within it. Learners need

capacity within the setting for responding to and

training human hands to combine, intellect, emo-

to understand that lasting peace comes from ad-

transforming recurring cycles of conflict and

tion and skills through transformative pedagogy.

dressing multiple sources of conflict at multiple

crises. Sustainable peace-building seeks to dis-

levels of society. This implies in turn that we need

cover and strengthen the resources rooted in the

to identify the needs of those we are working with,

local context of a protracted conflict. For this to

The reconstruction stage is usually termed

a vision of what we are working towards, actions

happen, transformative pedagogy that combines

‘post-conflict’, because political leaders have tak-

that can get us there, and a plan that we can

head, heart and hand, schools and communities

en a few steps towards peace, including ceasefire

use as a guide to get us there. To do all of this,

is vital. It motivates learners to explore, dialogue,

and comprehensive peace agreements. However,

we must be able to situate our actions and daily

discover, reflect and engage in the process of build-

An enquiry-based, innovative, whole-school and

it takes many, many years to build peace – at least

events within a broader vision and purpose, which

ing peace in a systematic and strategic manner.

learner-centred approach to teaching, transfor-

as many as it takes to get into conflict (Caritus,

requires a thorough contextual analysis. Reflec-

2013; Ramsbotham et al, 2016). Many of the activ-

tion, action and connecting the context are the

(4) Strategic

agogy to enable learners, teachers and the com-

ities described in Stage D need to continue during

foundations of transformative pedagogy.

Peace-building also requires specific actions

munity to build peace. It helps learners to develop

Stage E.
(2) Interdependent

Conclusion

mative pedagogy goes beyond conventional ped-

that are chosen strategically in order to do some

critical thinking skills and reflective, proactive and

things thoroughly. Being strategic means learning

positive attitudes towards themselves, their fellow

Peace-builders can provide support for reintegrat-

A whole-school approach of transformative peda-

to respond proactively to emerging and dynamic

human beings and the environment, which are the

ing displaced persons or refugees into communi-

gogy is required, recognising the interdependence

social situations and meeting immediate con-

key ingredients of building peace based on mutual

ties, rebuilding adequate governance and justice

of learners, teachers and the community, in order

cerns and needs at the same time as reinforcing a

trust, human dignity and inclusiveness. In other

systems to deal with everyday problems and

to realise sustainable peace. Peace-building in-

larger, longer-term change process. In designing

words, transformative pedagogy can create global

organisation, and developing peace education for

volves a system of interconnected people, roles

and assessing peace-building actions, therefore,

citizens who transcend their ego, clan, religion,

children. Post-conflict reconstruction of homes,

and activities – no one person, action or level of

we must both meet immediate needs and work

ethnicity, gender or narrow nationalism in their

farms, office buildings, roads and access to basic

society can deliver peace alone. All things are

towards the desired vision of change. By strate-

thinking and action and are capable of building

services like water are needed. These efforts can

linked and affect one another. With people at the

gically assessing our activities – including what

sustainable peace.
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Promoting peace
through mindfulness
programmes
in schools
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Paola Molina Nicholls, BREATHE International trainer for the programme
BREATHE in Education, explain how mindfulness programmes in schools can
foster social and emotional learning and a peaceful school environment.

This chapter provides an overview of mindfulness

agreed definition, mindfulness can be described

and the experience of introducing mindfulness

as a form of meditation that prioritises the devel-

practice into schools in Colombia and El Salvador.

opment of awareness of, and paying attention to,

It highlights the potential benefits of this approach,

the experience of the present moment. The devel-

many of which are aligned to the principles of

opment of the Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduc-

GCED, for learning and for student and teacher

tion (MBSR) programme by Jon Kabat-Zinn played

Paola Molina Nicholls

well-being, and the contribution it can make to

a fundamental role in raising awareness of mind-

Trainer, BREATHE International

peace and reconciliation.

fulness in the West, both among the medical com-

Paola Molina Nicholls is currently a BREATHE In-

“The highest function of education is to bring

ternational trainer for the programme BREATHE in
Education. As a national team trainer in Colombia,
Paola is involved in the design and implementation
of mindfulness for local community contexts, par-

munity and among a lay audience and launched

dealing with life as a whole”
- Krishnamurti

The practice of mindfulness promotes a variety
of desired changes in the brain, helps develop a
more acute awareness of what is going on in the

ticularly in regions affected by armed conflict, with
an emphasis on conflict resolution and emotional

mind in that moment, and facilitates the feeling of

management. She has experienced in a wide range

our emotions. It offers feasible strategies for living

of holistic, creative and body-centred therapies. As

Mindfulness

a psychology graduate of the Pontificia Universidad

more consciously, cultivating awareness and creating safe spaces to live and learn. Evidence sug-

Javeriana, she holds a Master’s Degree in Interdisci-

‘Mindfulness’ is the English term for an ancient Pali

gests that mindfulness can have a positive impact

plinary Development Studies from the University of

word (sati) whose meaning encompasses con-

on cognitive and emotional development, psycho-

Cauca.

sciousness, attention and remembering. Dating

logical wellbeing, and brain structure and function.

back to some 2,500 years of Buddhist teachings,

BREATHE International experience combines

lombia (BREATHE International) since 2013, also contribut-

mindfulness is now widely practiced in a secular

mindfulness practices with elements of Social

ed to this chapter.

way to train the mind. Although there is no single

and Emotional Learning (SEL) in order to develop

Paula Ramirez, who has been co-directing RESPIRA in Co-

36

the scientific study of mindfulness.

about an integrated individual who is capable of
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non-cognitive skills such as empathy, solidarity

tion in the face of difficulties. We can use these

and compassion, which are fundamental to peace-

skills as a driver for conscious decision making

ful attitudes and non-violent communication. We

and self-directed personal growth. Mindfulness

believe that mindfulness practices can help us to

strengths the resources we need to direct our

relate more peacefully to ourselves, to our fellow

lives.

humans and to the world we live in and, hence,
can promote peace and reduce conflict.

Strengthening mental well-being
	It is possible to strengthen physical and mental
well-being through healthier stress management, self-care practices and the healing of
trauma, and to foster a sense of inner calm

Introducing mindfulness in schools in Colombia and El Salvador

and harmony, develop a greater self-compassion and connection to life, and rediscover joy,

BREATHE in Education, one of the core BREATHE

proves when we start to feel comfortable with

International programmes, is an innovative school

ourselves.

© RESPIRA

purpose and inner freedom. Mental health im-

intervention that has introduced mindfulness
practice into Colombian and El Salvadorian public

Building healthy human relationships

and private schools in order to foster social and

	We believe it is important to build safe spaces

emotional learning and promote teacher and stu-

nourished by empathy, compassion and care

dent well-being. Both countries have experienced

for ourselves and others. This requires active

armed conflict and have high rates of violence,

listening skills to connect more deeply as well

and BREATHE has worked in these and many oth-

as building and maintaining healthy human re-

er parts of the world affected by violence.

lationships in all domains of our lives. In such

UNICEF refers to peace education as “the process

conflict studies, yet findings from research high-

learning spaces it is possible to see our com-

of promoting the knowledge, skills, attitudes and

light the importance of positive emotional states

The programme has improved education qual-

monalities before our differences, and feel at

values needed to bring about behaviour changes

in strengthening interpersonal peace. The fulfil-

ity and academic achievement, particularly for

home in our shared humanity.

that will enable children, youth and adults to pre-

ment of emotional needs corresponds to personal

learners affected by violence, through promoting

vent conflict and violence, both overt and struc-

growth, while unmet needs can lead to frustration

self-acceptance and creating a safer and more

tural; to resolve conflict peacefully; and to create

and contribute to aggressive tendencies and vio-

peaceful school environment. Specifically, the pro-

the conditions conducive to peace, whether at an

lent responses. Several studies suggest that dif-

gramme focuses on:

intrapersonal, interpersonal, intergroup, national or

ficult emotional states (including fear, grief, rage,

international level” (Fountain, 1999).

guilt, shame and humiliation) are linked to cyclical

BREATHE and building peace

Emotional regulation
Emotions are under-emphasised in peace and

Increasing self-awareness

and intractable conflict. Mindfulness promotes

	The possibility of opening up to new perspectives

Below are some theoretical and practical reflec-

emotional well-being and the cultivation of positive

about who we are. Encouraging consciousness

tions on what we have found in our direct work

emotions and healthy thought patterns, while re-

about our own being: about our lives, needs, de-

with educational communities on building peace.

ducing stress and anxiety. Practicing mindfulness

sires, emotions, behaviour, values, visions, hab-

These reflections are part of a recent MA dis-

has been shown to reduce expressions of anger

its, strengths and struggles. Reconciliation can

sertation (Ljubic, 2015) exploring this topic using

and aggression, for example by reducing rumina-

happen at the personal level when we become

BREATHE in Education as a case study. In our

tive (repetitive) thought patterns related to anger.

aware of how we relate to ourselves through our

experience in Tumaco, Colombia, we have iden-

This is a clear link between mindfulness and build-

body and mind and in the cultivation of self-com-

tified a number of competencies and concepts

ing peace.

passion, acceptance and resilience.

that have enabled us to measure the impact

such as our intentional presence and focus,
emotional awareness, resilience and self-regula38
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Developing life skills
	Our journey aims to develop practical life skills,

mindfulness has on building peace in communities

In BREATHE’s approach, teachers and students

directly affected by the armed conflict. These are:

learn to recognise and understand turbulent

emotional regulation, prosocial competencies,

emotional states. This promotes internal aware-

personal peacefulness, attachment security, neu-

ness of dif ficult emotions and helps people

roplasticity and psychosocial recovery.

to shift attention away from them, diminishing
39
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their grip and avoiding ruminative tendencies.

BREATHE’s mindfulness-based approach seeks to

BREATHE in Education activities with both teach-

Teacher participants in Tumaco described the

nurture inner calm and positive emotions through

ers and students strengthen the fulfilment of psy-

experience, supporting psychosocial recovery and

programme as contributing towards an ability

exercises that promote the recognition and regula-

chosocial and emotional needs while activating

resilience. In situations of crisis, teachers are key

to control emotions and violent reactions, while

tion of emotions, as well as experiential tools that

positive emotional states like kindness and grati-

to providing a safe and calming space for children

reducing verbal and physical aggression levels

teach children about kindness and empathy. Short

tude. This can be understood as a type of ‘prim-

with psychosocial trauma. In providing a loving

among students.

beyond thought to feelings and engages people’s

exercises on loving-kindness using child-friendly

ing’ of attachment security, with the potential to

presence and reliable support, they may be the

methodologies encourage students to focus on

activate compassionate and altruistic tendencies.

critical factor needed to nurture a child’s resilience

Prosocial competencies

thoughts of gratitude and kind wishes to others.

BREATHE and similar initiatives may be especially

and ability to function well in difficult circumstanc-

Mindfulness-based interventions in schools are

This practice strengthens students’ understanding

relevant to peace-building efforts in conflict-af-

es such as armed conflict and in highly violent

generally associated with the development of

of kindness and empathy and helps facilitate ac-

fected contexts since the primed environments

contexts. However, teachers working in such con-

positive qualities and prosocial behaviours. They

cess to these emotional states and capacities.

introduced counter the negatively primed environ-

texts may also be in need of psychosocial care.

can provide students with a foundation to ab-

ments that make up teachers ‘and students’ lived

sorb a prosocial value orientation and increase

Attachment security

their empathy with others. When combined with

How safe and emotionally secure a person feels in

SEL, mindfulness has been shown to support

their early relationships and social environments

Neuroplasticity

realities in conflict zones.

Teachers emphasise how BREATHE’s mindfulness-based approach helps them to address fear
and maintain calm in violent and insecure contexts

the cultivation of prosocial capacities like active

(attachment security) also influences interpersonal

Neuroscientists have studied neuroplasticity – the

associated with the armed conflict. They view the

listening, tolerance, and concern for peers.

peacefulness. Literature points to the potential

brain’s ability to change throughout life. Research

programme as filling a critical gap in their educa-

role of mindfulness in activating or ‘priming’ pos-

suggests that mental practice can strengthen

tion that addresses ‘the human part’ of their work

BREATHE in Education aims to develop students’

itive attachment security with potential links to

neural networks to nurture positive habits of mind

as teachers. The BREATHE pedagogical model is

capacity to regulate emotions and behaviour, de-

enhanced compassion and altruistic behaviour.

and peaceful dispositions. Mindfulness practice in

based on nurturing positive human connections

velop harmonious relations with other students,

Where conflict and trauma are present and disrupt

particular is a form of mental training that influenc-

that participants perceive as highly therapeutic.

and to nurture positive attitudes toward school

patterns of healthy emotional attachment be-

es short- and long-term neural changes that affect

Calming activities in the classroom that work to

and life. Teachers in Tumaco observed improved

tween caregivers and children, interventions that

the structure and function of the human brain, for

quiet the mind and promote relaxation create a

listening and attention, self-awareness, toler-

strengthen positive attachment security are highly

example physically increasing grey matter in brain

supportive environment in which teachers have a

ance and self-esteem among student partici-

relevant for sustainable peace building.

areas that are involved in reasoning or decision

greater capacity to be present and care for stu-

pants, as well as more harmonious relationships,

making. It thus affects neural systems in positive

dents facing myriad pressures associated with

improved classroom dynamics and an atmo-

ways, decreasing emotional reactivity and improv-

living in violent or insecure contexts.

sphere of greater tolerance and sharing. Greater

ing stress regulation.

self-awareness among teachers also nurtured a
deeper understanding of student needs, more

BREATHE teaches about brain regions and func-

attentive and compassionate teaching approach-

tions, while helping participants cultivate a per-

es and less aggressive interactions.

sonal mindfulness practice that strengthens brain

Mindfulness for teacher self-care

health. Participants better understand the relaPersonal peacefulness

tionship between stress, emotions and behaviour

Witnessing the harsh daily reality of life in Tumaco

R
 esearch suggests that people who experience

and how this can be managed to support optimal

and acknowledging teachers’ workload and burn

inner peace tend to be more peaceful in their in-

well-being. This has shown particular relevance

out, it was clear they needed to be our main focus.

terpersonal relations; and interpersonally peace-

in Tumaco, where participants have applied brain

“You cannot pour from an empty cup” informed

ful persons tend to have more peaceful attitudes

science and mindfulness practice to regulate their

our approach, based on recognition that to deliver

about political affairs. Mindfulness appears to

emotions and take effective action during situa-

an effective programme for students, we needed

help shape the same qualities that are charac-

tions of intense stress or fear related to the armed

to work with teachers, offering mindfulness tools

teristic of peaceful persons, such as an ability to

conflict.

restrain impulsive action, empathise with others

for their personal well-being and as human beings.
Focusing on teachers meant supporting them

Psychosocial recovery

while in trauma and in a culturally sensitive way,

tion has been demonstrated to help address the

Education plays an important role in the relational

realising, recognising and responding to trauma,

divisive notions of ‘us’ and ‘them’ that underlie

aspects of post-conflict peace-building. Within

and avoiding re-traumatisation of teachers and

this process, mindfulness can be viewed as a

children through the practice. Understanding their

valuable type of experiential education that goes

own processes, the place where their own violent

much of human conflict.
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and act in kind ways. Loving-kindness medita-
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or passive behaviour was coming from, gave us

Creating a culture of belonging is critical as we are

the means to combine the practice with psy-

all interdependent and interconnected. Therefore,

cho-education, broadening their window of toler-

mindfulness in education cannot only be an individ-

ance, building up internal and collective resources,

ual journey, but must be a collective one, to create

framing the mindfulness and SEL content to offer

spaces where everyone feels safe and included.

safety in trusting in oneself and others, in agency
and resilience.

Mindfulness for reconciliation
Safe learning environments

Reconciliation “is an approach to life that values
solve differences and conflicts and to progress

necessary to support and encourage learners

towards building inclusive and peaceful communi-

to be themselves and to share, express their

ties” (UNESCO-IICBA, 2017). In BREATHE Interna-

thoughts, feelings, beliefs, and connect with one

tional we believe that reconciliation is “the path to

another. Welcoming the learner in an environment

making peace with yourself and the world. Truly,

where they can feel safe and nurtured is very im-

to live and to die with a heart free of resentment,

© RESPIRA

change and transformation, that allows us to reSafe learning environments “create the conditions

portant for the development of each individual and

grudges and ill-will would be a crowning accom-

Reconciliation starts with the heart, and so mind-

else you have to do, other than letting life be just

the society as a whole” (UNESCO-IICBA, 2017).

plishment in life” (Sthal, 2014).

fulness is just one part of what is needed – it is in-

as it is right now. Listen to your heart, and take

complete without loving kindness and compassion

a moment to bring loving presence towards you.

For BREATHE in Education, reconciliation comes

or ‘heartfulness’. Therefore, in schools, we not

And when you feel ready, you could bring some-

been meaningful for students and teachers but for

from the potential to build safe environments that

only develop the benefits of mindfulness, we also

one to mind. Imagine, for example, a friend, stu-

our trainers as well, we firmly believe in the power

connect us with others, remembering that we

direct our core efforts towards caring. Caring lets

dent, partner or someone that you have a difficult

of transformative education in building harmonious

are interdependent and that personal well-being

us widen our circles of compassion to embrace all

relationship with. Imagine that they are in front of

and safe environments for mutual learning.

necessarily depends from collective well-being.

living creatures (Branch, 2003). In violent contexts

you. Let’s consider a few things about this person:

Vietnamese monk and teacher Thich Nhat Hanh

such as are found in Colombia and in many other

For BREATHE International, mindfulness is not a

talks about the ‘interbeing’ which allows us to

places in the world, developing mindful compassion

“This person is a human being, just like me. This

matter of self-improvement, since we believe we

look beyond the concept of individuality to see

facilitates other ways of relating, opening space for

person has a body and mind, just like me. This

are all already complete. Mindfulness is a way to

ourselves as people who exist because of human

peaceful co-existence and solving conflicts.

person has feelings, emotions, and thoughts, just

realise our human dignity and greatness. When

relationships (2004).

From our lived experiences that have not only

like me. This person, has, at some point, been
sad, disappointed, angry, hurt or confused, just

we are able to develop that quality of admiration
and gratitude for ourselves, we can approach

This focus on embracing our shared humanity

like me. This person wishes to be free from pain

others with more empathy and acceptance. Em-

is consistent with the values of GCED, which in-

and unhappiness, just like me. This person wishes
Starting with You

to be safe, healthy and love, just like me. This per-

pathy, solidarity and tenderness among others,

cludes having an understanding of our intercon-

are embodied values which cannot be learnt in

nectedness and interdependence (cognitive); hav-

a regular class but are rather developed in daily

ing a sense of belonging to a common humanity,

“Be the change that you wish to see in the world”

practices inside safe environments where it is

with shared values and responsibilities, but also

- Mahatma Gandhi

Now, let’s allow some wishes to arise:

possible to express our own vulnerability and to

respect for difference and diversity (socio-emo“I wish for this person to have the strength, re-

son wishes to be happy, just like me.”

develop our sensitivity. Knowing that we are being

tional); and acting responsibly to contribute a more

We offer these simple instructions for a short, per-

heard without being judged nurtures self-love and

inclusive and peaceful world (behavioural) (UNES-

sonal practice. Take a pause for a mindful breath.

sources, and support to help him or her through

self-esteem and, importantly, offers a sense of be-

CO, 2015). In the words of the former UN Secre-

Notice an increase of presence, bringing your

the difficult times in their life. I wish for this person

longing and shared humanity. Safe and nourishing

tary General Ban Ki-moon: “Education gives us a

awareness to how the air goes in and out. Gently

to be strong and balanced. I wish for this person

environments are essential in breaking cycles of

profound understanding that we are tied together

allow the sensations which emerge at this moment

to be peaceful… because this person in front of

violence, as they encourage the learning of rela-

as citizens of the global community, and that our

in your body and support your needs. Give your-

me is a fellow human being…just like me”

tionships based on solidarity, respect, and even fun.

challenges are interconnected” (UNESCO, 2015).

self some space and kindness. There is nothing

(Broderick, 2013)
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Global memory,
global citizenship and
reconciliation
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Jie Hyun Lim, Professor of Transnational History and Director of the Critical
Global Studies Institute at Sogang University in Seoul, discusses global memory
and how solidarity based on sharing of memory is critical
to reconciliation and peace.

Histor y, and different perceptions of histor y,

The shift from national to global memory space

can be a significant obstacle to global solidarity
Social memory is one of the domains of the hu-

to connect the sufferings and the memories of

man imagination that has been reconfigured

tragedies of different countries which go beyond

most significantly by globalisation and the shift in

national boundaries, in order to be able to form

discourse from the national to the transnational.

a ‘global memory space’ that strengthens glob-

Global memory space has emerged to challenge

al solidarity, without which reconciliation is not

the nation state as the legitimate holder of col-

possible. GCED, within which global solidarity is

lective memories. Freed from national borders,

central, has a critical role to play in contributing to

memories have become entangled, cohabitated,

Jie Hyun Lim is Professor of Transnational History

a global memory space that builds reconciliation

reconciled, contested, and negotiated across bor-

and Director of the Critical Global Studies Institute

and peace. The chapter also tries to shed a new

ders.

at Sogang University, Seoul. He has written widely

light on GCED by examining the interplay of the

on nationalism and Marxism, Polish history, transna-

globalisation and re-nationalisation of memories,

In this emerging global memory space, memory

tional history and global memory, and dictatorship.

and looking specifically at the mnemonic conflu-

activists have become agents of world history and

ence of memories of atrocities such as colonial

world culture, and national experience has been

genocide, the Holocaust, Stalinist crimes, comfort

transposed to the global arena. For example, as

women in East Asia, American slavery, and the

the term ‘Kosovocaust’ illustrates, the memory of

Jie Hyun Lim
Professor of Transnational History and Director of the
Critical Global Studies Institute, Sogang University,
Seoul, Republic of Korea

He is currently a principal investigator of the international research project on Mnemonic solidarity:
colonialism, war and genocide in the global memory space, and his forthcoming book reflects on
the problems of mnemonic solidarity in the global
memory space. He has held visiting appointments
at Warsaw University, Cracow Pedagogical Univer-
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and peace. This chapter describes how vital it is

‘stolen generations’ of indigenous people in Aus-

the Holocaust has been transposed to contempo-

tralia.

rary sensibilities concerning genocide and ethnic
cleansing in Kosovo, as well as other human trag-

sity, Harvard-Yenching Institute, Paris II University,

edies. Although a unique historical event, the Ho-

Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin, Bielefeld University

locaust has ceased to be a primarily Jewish mne-

and Hitotsubashi University.

monic property and is used as a memory template.
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However, globalisation does not necessarily mean

Seen in retrospect, these events reflect a move

the de-nationalisation of national collective mem-

away from the silence of the preceding half centu-

ory. There is indeed a counter trend of re-territori-

ry about non-national victims. For example, in the

alisation of cosmopolitan memory within national

first decade of the post-war period, Jewish per-

boundaries (Lim, 2010). Thus, global memory

secution and the Holocaust was largely excluded

space fluctuates between de-territorialisation and

from the national memory of previously occupied

re-territorialisation.

countries of Western Europe (Lagrou, 1997; Buruma, 2013). The memory of Jewish suffering was

The year 2000 witnessed several events that,

repressed and marginalised in Eastern Europe too,

together, mark a vital moment in global memory

where it did not fit into the Soviet narrative of anti-

space.

fascist workers and the ‘great patriotic war’.

deputy prime ministers and other representa-

Nor were Jews the only ones alienated from the

tives from 46 countries gathered in Stockholm

formation of patriotic memory across Europe in

to discuss Holocaust education, remembrance

the early post-war period. Returning prisoners of

and research. At the end of this historic summit,

war (POWs) were greeted with silent disdain main-

all attendees signed the ‘Stockholm Declara-

ly because they were seen to have been cowardly

tion’ which proposed that remembering the Ho-

in allowing themselves to be captured instead

locaust was a transnational civic virtue.

of resisting bravely. The Sinti and Romani were

	In May 2000, the publication of Jan Gross’s

excluded from compensation because laws per-

book Sąsiedzi (Neighbours) triggered a heated

mitting their surveillance and incarceration were

controversy about whether the perpetrators of

justified as a measure for preserving public order.
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	On 27-29 January 2000, 23 heads of state, 14

the Jedwabne massacre in 1941 were Poles.
The Jedwabne debate brought “a real moral

perpetrators in the United States (US) and sought

revolution in society at large” to post-commu-

global support for an indictment of US authorities

submitted a shadow report entitled ‘We Charge

nist Poland and, as “Poles lost their sense of in-

for genocide against African-Americans. The UN

Genocide’, to address police brutality toward Afri-

The foundations of transnational memory

General Assembly did not adopt the petition and

can Americans, during the UN Convention Against

the US government only ratified the CPPCG in

Torture Committee Review of the US.

Well before efforts that resulted in the events in

1986 (Stone, 2010). The African-American writer

nocence”, the sleeping complicity among Poles
for the massacre was awakened (Kurczewska,
2002).

of eight young activists from Chicago, Illinois

	O n 2 August 2000, the German Bundestag

2000, steps were being taken to de-nationalise

W. E. B. Dubois could hear “the scream and shots

The thread that links colonial genocide and the

passed a law to compensate ‘foreign forced

national memories that paved the way for transna-

of a race riot in Atlanta and the marching of the

Holocaust is also tangible in recent debates on co-

labourers’, i.e. forced wartime labour in Nazi

tional memory. The protest action led by Austra-

Ku Klux Klan” during his visit to the ruins of the

lonialism and genocide. Viewed from a post-colo-

Germany and German-occupied Europe.

lian aborigine leader, William Cooper, against the

Warsaw ghetto in 1949. Dubois confessed that

nial perspective, the link between German colonial

	In December 2000, the Women’s International

Nazi persecution of Jews in 1938 is an example.

he could get a “more complete understanding of

genocide, the Nazis’ Eastern occupation policy

War Crimes Tribunal on Japan’s Military Sexual

Cooper’s act of solidarity with the German Jews is

the Negro problem” through “clear understanding

and the Holocaust can be explained in terms of

Slavery was convened in Tokyo. Transnational

in stark contrast to the post-war ‘White Australia’

of the Jewish problem in the world” (Sundquist,

Euro-colonialism, though not of a linear continuity

memory activists of comfort women convicted

policy of not issuing entry visas to Oriental Jews

1996). It is also relevant to read István Deák, an

(Zimmerer, 2004; Madley, 2005; Traverso, 2003).

the dead emperor Hirohito of ‘crimes against

which was only finally abolished in 1973.

eminent Eastern European historian in the US,

The Holocaust should be seen in the context of

who suggests a parallel between Jedwabne and

the continuity of ‘Western’ colonialism, as Hannah

humanity’ (Lim, 2015).
Similarly, the swift response by African-American

the massacre of innocent blacks in Tulsa, Oklaho-

Arendt suggested when she articulated the con-

radicals to the 1948 UN Convention on the Pre-

ma (Deák, 2004).

cept of ‘administered mass killing’ in respect of the

vention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide
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British colonial experience. In other words, the Ger-

(CPPCG) marked a post-war landmark in global

Decades later, African-American visitors to the

man colonialists’ genocide in the Herero and Nama
wars in 1904-1907 can be better explained from the

memory. In a petition delivered to the UN entitled

Holocaust museum in Washington D.C. were

‘We Charge Genocide’ in 1951, African-American

awakened by a new finding: “we didn’t know the

transnational perspective of Euro-colonialism than

radicals in the Civil Rights Congress pinpointed

Jews were black”. This transnational memory con-

by recourse to German characteristics or the cir-

parallels between Nazi perpetrators and racist

nectivity continues. In November 2014, a group

cumstance of a latecomer to colonialism.
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Victimhood and the global memory space

Taylor, the American prosecutor in Nuremburg, expressed his agreement by publishing Nuremburg

With the emergence of the global memory space,

and Vietnam: An American Tragedy in 1970.

and since the 1990s in particular, the cross-referencing of memories has increased. It is now

By the 1970s, discussion of American war crimes

common to see atrocities such as the Armenian

in Vietnam would awaken dormant memories of

genocide, the Holocaust, Allied Bombing during

Japanese atrocities committed in China in the

the World War II, sexual slavery of comfort wom-

‘Fifteen Years’ War between 1931 and 1945. After

en, the Nanjing massacre, atomic bombing in Hiro-

chronicling the American war atrocities in Vietnam

shima and Nagasaki, genocide in Rwanda, ethnic

as a war correspondent for Asahi shinbun, Honda

cleansing in former Yugoslavia, and all other geno-

Katsuichi travelled across the route of Japanese

cides and war crimes linked in the global memory

military aggression in China and published a se-

space. However, cross-referencing memories of

ries of reports in the Asahi newspaper. Until that

victimhood has a downside, including re-territorial-

point, the Nanjing massacre had not been heard

isation linked to competition in the global memory

of much, even in China.

space over “who suffered the most” (Polonski and
Michlic, 2004).

Yet the full entanglement of the Holocaust and
colonial genocide in global memory space had to

The move to empathy with victimhood on a global

wait till the end of the Cold War, which simultane-

scale is a relatively recent development. In the

ously freed the suppressed memories of Stalinist

1950s and early 1960s, post-war memory and

terror in Eastern Europe and those of colonial

public empathy focused on the victors and heroes

genocide in East Asia.

rather than the losers and victims. The Eichmann
and Frankfurt Auschwitz trials marked a shift to
victimhood when remembering the Holocaust.
With the trials, “a process of identification with

Women and sexual violence in the global

the suffering of victims and survivors” occurred

memory space

among Israelis and the global public (Segev, 2000).

© Shutter Stock

Until the early 1990s, comfort women had been
It took the revolutions of 1968 to accelerate the

silenced and erased from the national and region-

move towards victimhood on a global scale.

al memory in post-colonial Korea and East Asia.

The generation of 1968 launched a memory war

Though the Dutch Ad Hoc Military Court in Bata-

against their parents and grandparents, which

via tried and punished Japanese military officers

triggered a change to critical memory on a global

and brothel operators for forcing Dutch female

scale. In the anti-Vietnamese war campaign in

POWs into prostitution immediately after Japan’s

Europe, Bertrand Russell opened the International

defeat, the punishment was not only for the sexual

War Crimes Tribunal as a variant of the Nuremburg

exploitation and violence against the women, but

tribunal to accuse the US of genocide in Vietnam.

also for racial transgression, that is, the sexual

Two legal sessions were held in Stockholm and

abuse of bourgeois ‘white’ women by ‘yellow’ men

Roskilde in 1967. As a member of Russell Tribu-

(Gluck, 2007). Even when the suppressed mem-

nal, Jean-Paul Sartre added a colonial dimension

ories surfaced in the testimonials of the former

by associating French colonialist’s bloody war

comfort woman brought in as public witnesses

against the Algerian anti-colonial fighters with the

in 1991, the issue was described as a matter of

American genocide. The issue of anti-racism in the

‘nationalised sexuality’ or was appropriated by

discourse of the Vietnam genocide was reinforced

the nationalist discourse. Memory activists of the

by Holocaust analogies to which many Jewish stu-

comfort women proposed building a monument to

dent activists contributed (Molden, 2010). Telford

comfort women at the Independence Hall of Korea
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in the same year, but it was turned down under the

recently, in a meeting that took place between

and deeming it to be equal, similar or equiva-

pretext of lack of space (this, the most spacious

former comfort women from Korea and Holocaust

lent to Communism” (http://defendinghistory.

memorial site in Korea). Comfort women simply

sur vivors at the Queensborough Community

com/70-years-declaration/29230). The clash be-

did not fit into the heroic narrative of the Indepen-

College in New York City on 13 December 2011,

tween the two declarations reflects the difference

dence Hall and the issue of comfort women had

co-organised by Korean and Jewish memory ac-

in historical experiences during and after World

been marginalised in the patriarchal memory of

tivists.

War II. While Eastern Europeans tend to emphasise the symmetry of Communism and Nazism

post-colonial Korea.

as totalitarian regimes, Western Europeans tend
to maintain the uniqueness of the Holocaust.

It was the Women’s International War Crimes

This clash becomes more complicated when the

Tribunal on Japan’s Military Sexual Slavery, con-

The global public sphere and global solidarity

Authenticity and denial

slogan of ‘no hierarchy between victims’ is used

space. The composition of the Tribunal itself re-

As discussed earlier, cross-referencing memories

Neo-Nazis. But, comparing the Prague Declara-

Globalisation has helped to construct a global

flected the configuration of global memory space.

of victimhood has encouraged nationalist re-ter-

tion and the Seventy Years Declaration at face

infrastructure of culture including global spec-

Gabrielle Kirk McDonald, the former president of

ritorialisation in search of global recognition for

value does not make sense. The key question is

tatorship of worldwide events. Although global

the International War Crimes Tribunal on the For-

moral authenticity of one’s own victimhood.

how to historicise and contextualise the different

actors of power and wealth have dominated the

local sensibilities in the two declarations from the

creation of this infrastructure, people are not pas-

vened in Tokyo in December 2000, that raised

to challenge the uniqueness of the Holocaust by

the issue of comfort women in the global memory

mer Yugoslavia, and Patricia Viseur-Sellers, the
Legal Adviser for Gender-Related Crimes in the

Andrzej Wajda’s 2007 film Katyń highlights the

Office of the Prosecutor for the International Tri-

issues clearly. The film begins with scenes of the

perspective of the transnational civic virtue.

sive consumers or audiences. Many are interactive
consumers of ‘networked publics’ and this has the

bunal for the former Yugoslavia, and the Rwanda

dramatic encounter between two groups of Polish

In parallel there is the global connectivity of denial

potential to bring about the formation of a global

Tribunal, acted as judges and chief prosecutors.

refugees in the middle of the bridge near Kraków.

discourses and apologetic memories of perpetra-

public sphere or global civil society.

Eight regional teams of prosecutors, including a

Nazi Germans are chasing the group fleeing to

tors of genocide and war criminals. Martin Krygier

joint team from South and North Korea, presented

the east, while the Red Army is hunting the other

has drawn a parallel between the nationalist denial

The emergence of a global memory space and a

cases on behalf of the former comfort women.

group to the west. Their dilemma embodies the

of the Jedwabne massacre in Poland and the rac-

global sphere has catalysed a process of ‘internal

Based on testimonies and other evidence, the

entangled memories of Nazism and Stalinism in

ist defence of the ‘stolen generations’ of Aborigine

globalisation’, which incorporates the interconnec-

Japanese State and the late emperor Hirohito

post-Cold War Eastern Europe. The Prague Decla-

children in Australia (Krygier, 2002), illustrating

tion and interaction between the global and the

were considered guilty of crimes against humanity

ration on European Conscience and Communism

the transnationality of apologetic memories in the

local (Sznaider, 2002). One of the effects of this

signed on 3 June 2008 reflects the bitter wartime

global memory space. The apologetic memory

is that effect of this is that nation states cease to

memory of ‘nowhere to go’ among East Europe-

catalogue ranges from deniers of comfort women,

be the automatic holder of the collective memory.

Undoubtedly, global sensibilities concerning the

ans. The Prague Declaration calls for “the equal

the Nanjing massacre, the Wehrmacht atrocities,

This does not mean that the national memory is

victims of sexual violence in former Yugoslavia

treatment and non-discrimination of victims of

South African apartheid, the military massacres

replaced by the global memory. But it does mean

and Rwanda were transposed to the comfort

all the totalitarian regimes” based on recognition

at My Lai in Vietnam and No Gun Ri in Korea, to

that national memory has to be adapted to the

women of East Asia, victims of organised sexual

of both Nazi and Communist crimes as crimes

deniers of the Holocaust itself. As with victimhood,

global memory space, and cannot escape the

(Sakamoto, 2001).

violence for which the Japanese State holds le-

against humanity. It suggests that the day of sign-

denial discourses and apologetic memories also

web of global memory spun by globalisation. This

gal responsibility. Appalled by the horror scenes

ing of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact on 23 August

become cross-referenced. Deniers refer directly

can have important benefits in terms of global

transmitted from Rwanda in 1994 and the former

should be “a day of remembrance of the victims

to other denial discourses to support their own

solidarity and global citizenship. For example, a

Yugoslavia in 1991-2001, the global public sphere

of both Nazi and Communist totalitarian regimes”

authenticity (Lim, 2015) and this connection needs

Bloomberg columnist recently remarked that “our

has become more perceptive of atrocities, making

(http://www.praguedeclaration.eu/).

to be exposed.

horror about the treatment of the comfort women
should steel us to act on behalf of women kid-

it possible to move from positions of ‘apology and
compensation’ to ‘punishment and accountability’

Whether the victimhood of those suffering Na-

napped into sexual slavery by Islamic State and

on the issue of comfort women. The confluence of

zism and Stalinism is equivalent remains a thorny

Boko Haram”. The emergence of transnational

memories, from the Holocaust to comfort women,

question. The Prague Declaration quickly met

memory formation can contribute to consolidat-

seems to signify the extra-territoriality of global

with opposition. The Seventy Years Declaration

ing the mnemonic solidarity of humanity beyond

memory and the potential for political communi-

signed on 20 January 2012, on the 70th anniversa-

borders. How this solidarity may be different from

ties with post-nationalist solidarity. This is illus-

ry of the Wannsee Conference of 1942, criticised

existing cosmopolitanism and internationalism is a

trated repeatedly through the bringing together of

the Prague Declaration’s “attempts to obfuscate

question that will need to be asked and answered

transnational, entangled memories, such as, most

the Holocaust by diminishing its uniqueness

by global citizenship educators.
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Fabrice Teicher, an Independent Consultant in Prevention of Violent Extremism
(PVE), explains why Media and Information Literacy (MIL) is an essential element
of GCED in the digital age, how MIL can contribute to preventing violent
extremism and to addressing conspiracy theories.
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The role of Media and
Information Literacy
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Fabrice Teicher
Independent PVE Consultant

Fabrice Teicher has been working for 20 years in
the field of education, training and international solidarity in Europe, Asia and Africa as an independent
PVE consultant. He coordinated the educational
department of the Holocaust Memorial in Paris, and

We live in a society where we have access to and

important choices, for example about our health

later directed a humanitarian development NGO

receive vast amounts of information. Every min-

or how we vote, based on misinformation, and it

with a presence in 12 countries. He has a Master’s

ute of the day, more than four million videos are

can help us to ensure that our personal data is not

degree in Contemporary History from the Sorbonne

watched on Youtube and around 13 million texts

misused and reduce the risk of being the victim of

University, Paris, and has been working for 20 years

messages are sent (Domo Resource). Informa-

cybercrime.

on issues of racism, discrimination and especially

tion overload means that many of us do not have

on issues of memory and conspiracy theories. This
work has led him to take part into various PVE programmes.

the time to assess the quality or validity of the

This chapter explains what we mean by MIL and

information we receive (Wikipedia, Information

considers how it can contribute to efforts by the

Overload, 2019). However, critical assessment of

education sector to prevent violent extremism. It

what we see and hear through different media is

also explores the issue of conspiracy theories and

essential in the digital age. It can help us to avoid

considers measures to address these.

the risk of believing false information or of making
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MIL as a set of key competencies for global

Links between media and information and vio-

their ideas, recruit followers, and incite hate of

citizenship in the digital era

lent extremism

others. The processes are the same in the physical world and online, but the digital sphere allows

According to the UNESCO’s publication on GCED

There is no universally agreed-upon definition of

the dissemination of ideas that promote prejudice

(2015), there are three learner attributes—1) in-

‘violent extremism’ (UNESCO, 2017). However, it

and violence against various groups of people and

formed and critically literate; 2) socially connect-

has been defined as the “beliefs and actions of

favours radicalisation because of:

ed and respectful of diversity; and 3) ethically

people who support or use ideologically-motivated
violence to achieve radical ideological, religious or

GCED learner attributes by providing a set of es-

political views” (UNESCO, 2017). Violent extrem-

sential competencies encompassing knowledge,
skills and attitudes that allow citizens to engage
effectively and responsibly with media and other
information providers. MIL helps learners to be-

© Shutter Stock

responsible and engaged. MIL addresses these

those who disseminate hate messages

ism is fuelled by push and pull factors (see below)

	The feeling of immediacy that encourages us to

and disseminators of online extremist narratives

share information quickly, without always taking

use push factors to draw in young people who feel
socially excluded and pull factors to lure them into

come competent, critical and literate in all forms of

	The anonymity and relative impunity it grants to

feeling a sense of belonging.

the time to check it
	The fact that social networks operate on a system of suggestions that always propose ‘more

media, so that they can manage the interpretation

of the same’ leading to relationships between

of information they see or hear rather than letting

people who share the same world view (Honan,
2008)

it influence them involuntarily (Center for Media
Literacy). MIL deals with all sources of information

Push and pull factors in violent extremism

as Figure 3 shows:

- 	Push factors generally refer to conditions
that are conducive to violent extremism
such as poverty and corruption, so-

	The fact that it gives a larger audience to ideas
that do not have access to mainstream media
	The ability to target and tailor propaganda including in different languages

cial, political and economic grievances,
marginalisation, a sense of injustice and
discrimination, personal crises and tragedies, alienation and frustration (Lenos

Media
Literacy

Information
Literacy

Steven and Krasenberg Jordy, 2017).
Library
Literacy

Advertising
Literacy

FOE and FOI
Literacy

News
Literacy

Digital
Literacy

MIL

Television
Literacy

Computer
Literacy

motivations that attract potential recruits

A conspiracy is a secret collective plan with the in-

and the rationales that may be used to

tent to harm or gain personal interest and conspir-

legitimise violence, such as the search

acies are as old as humanity. Conspiracy theories

for identity and purpose, identification

flourish through online ‘news’ sources and multiple

with collective grievances, distortion of

forms of social media. Young people, because

ethnic or cultural differences, the sense of

they can be impressionable and vulnerable, have

belonging to a cause, ideology or social

become the target of these narratives and most

network, the need for power and control,

are not well prepared to critically evaluate the in-

a sense of loyalty or commitment, and the

formation they receive via their computers, smart

attraction of charismatic leadership (Lenos

phones and tablets.

Steven and Krasenberg Jordy, 2017).
Box 5. Push and pull factors in violent extremism

Cinema
Literacy

Games
Literacy
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Conspiracy theories usually flourish in period of
crises and we currently live in such a period. In
a world that is increasingly anxious – about eco-

Internet
Literacy

nomic, social and political crisis, wars, terrorist
Violent extremism is also engendered by misSource: UNESCO. 2011.
Media and Information Literacy:
Curriculum for Teachers, p. 19.

Figure 3. The Ecology of MIL

Conspiracy theories

- 	Pull factors are understood as individual

attacks – conspiracy theories provide simple

information and hate speech and young people

answers to complex questions. The feeling of

are most likely to be exposed to narratives that

lack of control we may feel is also reinforced by

underpin violent extremist ideologies online. Ex-

the individualisation of society. People look for a

tremist groups manipulate information to spread

meaning and, in the face of randomness, which is
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"generally an undesirable host in human thought,

On the internet, conspiracy theories are an im-

How can MIL help to prevent violent extrem-

unacceptable, especially in the face of misfor-

portant element of radicalisation. Since 2000, and

ism?

tune” (Bronner, 2007), conspiracy theories assert

especially following the 9/11 attacks, the expres-

	Promote free thinking. This means encouraging
learners to reach their own conclusions after
reflection, rather than repeating something with-

that chance does not exist. The development

sion ‘conspiracy theories’ or ‘conspiracism’ has

In the digital age when Information and Communi-

of conspiracy theories also thrives on a loss of

often been used to describe the trend of viewing

cation Technologies (ICT) have “permeated” every

out knowing where it comes from.
	Support learners to critically assess information.

credibility and legitimacy of authority figures – for

everything through the lens of conspiracies. As

corner of our lives (UNESCO, 2019), MIL has a key

This includes asking: What are the sources of

example, the state, mainstream media, schools.

French sociologist and historian Pierre-André

role to play within GCED. In particular, MIL educa-

information? What is the source’s background,

Finally, conspiracy theories help to reduce cogni-

Taguieff said: “Thinking in a conspiracist way does

tion can contribute to preventing violent extrem-

what are their skills and area of expertise? What

tive dissonance. When confronted with evidence

not consist in believing that conspiracies exist, be-

ism within the framework of GCED, which seeks to

is their intention?

that contradicts their beliefs, ideals and values,

cause they never ceased existing, but it is about

empower learners to face challenges locally and

people will try to find a way to resolve the contra-

seeing conspiracies everywhere and believing

globally and to contribute to a more peaceful and

diction. For example, if a person’s fear of a major

they explain everything, or almost, in the way of

sustainable world.

disease outbreak is contradicted by the relatively

the world” (Pierre-André , 2013). The intent of peo-

small number of victims, conspiracy theories can

ple or groups spreading this trend is always the

Although MIL alone cannot prevent violent extrem-

resolve this contradiction by explaining that it was

same:

ism, it can help learners to recognise propaganda,

a conspiracy by the pharmaceutical companies to
sell their vaccines.

manipulation of information and conspiracy the	To point out, in order to accuse them, those responsible for the misfortunes of humankind
	To reduce all enemies to the figure of a single,

conspiracy theories:
1
 .	Nothing happens by chance ("it's no

factors that increase the risk of engaging in violent

What are the sources of the information?

extremism. Teachers can further support learners

Always verify the source, going back as far

by employing GCED principles and classroom

as possible. Remember that on the internet

	To provoke a total mobilisation against the ab-

strategies that promote inclusion and diversity,

the publisher is not always the author. Did

solute enemy, whose elimination is the act by

bearing in mind that pull factors include the need

the source see the things they talk about or

which one liberates oneself

for a sense of belonging and trust, and the desire

do they just repeat what they heard? Can

to be heard and recognised.

we cross-reference the sources? Be careful

demonised enemy
Pierre-Andre coined the four rules of

ories, and can combat some of the push and pull

	To cut the target from his or her environment

coincidence that..."). There are no unde-

(‘everyone lies’, ‘believe no one’) to lock them in

sirable effects, everything is intended

to the group that knows ‘the truth’

2.	Everything that happens is the result of

if the information is only mentioned on one
The following learning objectives are particularly

website.

useful in the framework of preventing violent ex-

hidden and malicious intentions or wills.

In this view of the world, the victims of wars or

This principle is guided by the formula

terror attacks are often presented as those who

	Develop skills of critical inquiry: understanding

"who benefits from the crime?”

orchestrated them and the perpetrators are often

where the images and ideas come from, tech-

3.	Nothing is what it seems to be. Every-

Is the source a journalist, a scientist, a cler-

presented as victims. The systematic designation

nically (the person behind), and ideologically

thing happens behind the scenes, the

ic, a witness? Conspiracy theories are often

of a hidden enemy can also have consequences

(filiation)

truth is always hidden and appearances

presented anonymously or by a ‘specialist’

including:

are always misleading...
4.	Everything must be carefully screened by
criticism. Criticism is the ultimate guide to
all reasoning
Box 6. Pierre-Andre’s four rules of conspiracy theories

tremism:

	Behavioural skills : act responsibly on internet
and social media

	Social withdrawal, individually (paranoia) or collectively (close minded communitarianism)
	Rise of hatred of others, leading to an increase
in racist ideas (extremist parties) and racist acts

	Develop skills of critical thinking and analysis for
social responsibility

are their skills and area of expertise?

or ‘expert’, so it is important to check what
the source is a specialist in. If one source
criticises all the others, ask why it is more
likely to be right.

	Develop attitude of empathy, solidarity and respect for difference and diversity

(violence, insults)
	A shift into violent extremism

What is the source’s background, what

What is their intention?
Conspiracy theories are often very vague

The following are some practical suggestions for

about their objective and work. It is im-

educators.

portant to look at the account profile of the

It is important to understand that not everyone

	Promote responsible uses of media and infor-

who consults or spreads conspiracy theories be-

mation technologies. Trying to control or forbid

followed as well as topics posted can pro-

comes a violent extremist, but all violent extrem-

use of these technologies is likely to be coun-

vide an insight into their ideological or other

ists use conspiracy theories.

terproductive. It is always better to help people

orientation.

source, as their followers and accounts

to use tools responsibly and to create space to
learn.
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Box 7. How to help prevent violent extremism
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Facing History and
Ourselves
in South Africa

Global Citizenship Education for peace and reconciliation :
Putting it into practice

Dylan Wray, the Executive Director of Shikaya, a South African
organisation, describes how transformational teaching of history can help
people to face the past and promote reconciliation.

This chapter explains how South Africa’s past

57 million stories of loss, humiliation, pain, anger

continues to affect its present, and discusses

and guilt, but the uncertainty of the future at least

how the teaching of history can contribute to the

offers hope that we will be better than before. So,

process of reconciliation. It describes an innova-

we are easily drawn to not looking back. But the

tive approach to history teaching, using inclusive

past has carried us to where we are today.

and transformative pedagogies, that has been
implemented in South Africa by Facing History

Dylan Wray
Executive Director, Shikaya

In the past, we were divided by race and class.

and Ourselves, an international educational and

While the 1994 democratic election brought an

teacher development organisation whose mission

end to the legal system that was apartheid, it did

is to use lessons from history to challenge teach-

not immediately change how we live together. We

ers and their students to stand up to bigotry and

have had to find new ways of seeing each other,

kaya, a South African non-profit organisation that

hate, together with the Western Cape Education

learning together and changing our perceptions

supports teachers and school leaders to ensure

Department, the Cape Town Holocaust Centre and

of what it means to be South Africans. Reconcil-

young people leave school thinking critically, and

Shikaya, an NGO that manages the programme.

iation, we have come to discover, is not a finish

Dylan Wray is the co-founder and director of Shi-

acting as compassionate, engaged, democratic

line but a slow journey, in the dark, and without a

citizens. Since 2005, in partnership with Facing His-

map.

tory and Ourselves, Shikaya has trained over 5,000
South African teachers and reached over a million
young people. Dylan works globally as a facilitator,
materials developer and author. His latest book,
‘www.aschoolwhereibelong.com’ explores issues
of transformation and inclusion in South African
schools.
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Today, while South Africans can legally live anySouth Africa’s past and present

where they choose, most black South Africans
still live in the townships and informal settlements

When a country has emerged from a long and dif-

that were established during apartheid to keep

ficult history of imperial conquest, racial division

black South Africans out of the whites-only cit-

and suffocating violence, as we have in South

ies. Race still divides us, and the poverty and

Africa, it can be tempting to look back, but then

violence that afflicted most South Africans during

very quickly turn away. What is behind us carries

apartheid has not changed over the last 25 years.
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need to be given the space and support to face

ricans also, very little has changed. Most still live

their past before, ideally, or while they are teaching

in the same neighbourhoods, send their children

it to their students. Since 2003, teachers involved

Facing History combines rigorous historical anal-

to the excellent schools that were reserved for

in Facing History and Ourselves in South Africa

ysis and the study of human behaviour to help

them during apartheid and earn as much as five

have been grappling with our history and, togeth-

young people better understand and respond

times more than their fellow black South Africans.

er, facing their past. Through many workshops,

to racism, religious intolerance, and prejudice.

Not facing the past has enabled many to avoid

seminars and conferences, we have brought to-

Through carefully crafted case studies, students

confronting the fact that they continue to benefit

gether hundreds of teachers from all backgrounds

are able to relate the history – whether their own,

from the privileges that apartheid afforded them

and ages to explore their identities, how they see

or that of another country – to their own lives and

and their families.

each other, and the impact their pasts have had

this promotes a greater understanding of their

on them and how they teach. These have been

roles and responsibilities in a democracy.

The past is, therefore, very much a part of the

unique spaces of learning where black and white

present and the work of reconciliation is not yet

South African teachers faced each other, shared

Facing Histor y’s impact has been evaluated

done. As James Baldwin famously said, “Not ev-

their history and personal stories, listened and, for

through multiple independent studies. One key

erything that is faced can be changed but nothing

many, really heard for the first time.

finding of these studies is that, when guided

Two teachers, one a black South African and the

methodology, which prompts thinking about

through Facing History’s carefully structured

can be changed until it is faced”. In South Africa,
there is still much that needs to be changed and to
change, to move closer to reconciliation, we need

other a white South African, who attended a Fac-

complex questions of citizenship and human be-

to continue to face our past.

ing History and Ourselves workshop, reflected

haviour, young people gain critical thinking skills,

afterwards:

empathy and tolerance, and civic responsibility.
Crucially, they believe they can make a difference

We have to be brave enough to talk about the
past, to say we feel hurt, guilty or even indifferent.

“The stories of the 'white' teachers especially were

We need the courage to sit down with those from

significant. I think there are many generalisations

whom our past divided us. We have to be given

that this group had no need to complain and that

In an article on Facing History’s work in South Af-

space to speak and we have to listen.

they all benefitted from the old system. I think there

rica and Northern Ireland, Director of International

The role of history teaching and teachers

© Nicola Nuttall on Unsplash

Facing History and Ourselves

For many middle- and upper-class white South Af-

in the world.

is also a stereotype that those who did suffer must

Strategy, Dr Karen Murphy, highlights how Fac-

just get on with it, move on. What the workshops

ing History’s pedagogy helps young people gain

have done is to give us space and acknowledge

these skills, values and behaviours. Importantly,

“They need to build the habits, skills and knowl-

that our stories are powerful too. This of course is

because adolescents come into classrooms as

edge to help them find the connections to the

mirrored in what we then do in our classrooms.”

‘budding moral philosophers’ and are ‘already

past that will inspire their moral imaginations

struggling with matters of obedience, loyalty, fair-

about their role in the future… Building upon the

History teaching is an important part of the work

“I know how indoctrinated I was, so people who are

ness, difference, and acceptance, rooted in their

increasing ability to think hypothetically and imag-

of reconciliation. It is through their history lessons

older are much more so than me. That has to influ-

own identities and experience’, they are able to

ine options, they stretch the historical imagination

that young South Africans learn about the past

ence their teaching, irrespective of what race they

more deeply connect to the history and develop

by urging delineation of what might have been

that divided them and that we invite them to face

are. And if we’re not critically looking at how it is

their own moral thinking.

done, choices that could have been made and al-

a past that was not of their making but whose in-

that who we are influences how we teach then we’re

ternative scenarios that could have come about.”

heritance shapes what they can make of their lives

just perpetuating either hatred, maybe indifference

- NISSEM, 2019

today. It is through their history teacher, possibly

towards the other, whoever they are, and then how

above all other influencers in their life, that they

do we possibly create a new way of being.”

For a country to work towards reconciliation, its
citizens need to imagine a role in the future for

unearth the past. But this history is not set in stone
and it can and will be denied and evaded, some-

After taking this first step, these teachers have

themselves and those around them. In the case of

times by the society in which young people live

returned to their schools to create environments of

young people in a Facing History classroom, when

and sometimes by history teachers themselves.

openness and trust in their classrooms. They have

they are guided to find connections between the

supported their students in reflecting deeply on

country’s history and their own identities and ex-

History teachers bring their own past into the

a difficult history and to connect the choices that

perience and encouraged to reflect on the choices

classroom, whether consciously or unconsciously,

individuals and groups made in the past to those

made in the past, they build the habits and skills to

and so it is with them that we must start. They

they make themselves today.

imagine this future.
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Teaching history as a deliberate sequence of

The first step of the Scope and Sequence, The Indi-

study

vidual and Society, focuses on how both individual
and national identities are formed, and how these

How young people are taught their history is im-

identities influence behaviour and decision-making.

portant – especially when the history classroom

The next step, We and They, explores the processes

is viewed as a space to work on reconciliation.

of national and collective identities that help people

While it is important that we know and agree on

connect with one another but that also contribute to

the facts and events of our history, this knowledge

misunderstanding, stereotyping and conflict. Stu-

is not enough. Simply teaching young South Afri-

dents see that identities can be a tool for both con-

cans about apartheid, for example, will not in itself

structive and destructive purposes.

Pedagogies for facing the past

towards each other, or ensure that they show up to

Next, History and Human Behaviour allows students

Facing History provides teachers with resources

vote or choose to participate between elections.

to explore issues of personal choice and ethical

to teach historical case studies designed around

that create safe and reflective environments in

decision making within the context of historical case

the Scope and Sequence. These include the Holo-

classrooms, where students feel brave enough to

studies and to make connections to their lives to-

caust, apartheid South Africa, the Armenian Geno-

engage and speak up, to be valuable pedagogies

present history to young people as a process in

day. The steps that led to these difficult periods are

cide and the American Civil Rights Movement.

as part of facing our difficult past. A number of

which individuals and groups can make choices

highlighted so students can grasp the complexities

Teachers are introduced to various methodologies

these are included in Facing History’s Fostering

and where historical events are not inevitable. The

of the past. After exploring the history, students con-

that create engaging, reflective, compassionate

Civil Discourse resource, which was adapted for

aim is to emphasise people’s capacity for agency

front these historical case studies of terrible atroci-

and critical thinking learning environments in their

use in South Africa. This resource has introduced
teachers to methodologies that have helped them

make them more empathetic and compassionate

A key component of the approach, therefore, is to

and making moral decisions.

In particular, we have found the methodologies

ties through Judgment, Memory, and Legacy. They

classrooms. These methodologies have been in-

explore the meaning of concepts such as guilt, re-

strumental in supporting teachers in South Africa

to create learning environments which are both

In South Africa, Facing History’s specific progres-

sponsibility and judgment, and what those concepts

who have found new ways of engaging their stu-

safe and brave and that prioritise space for reflec-

sion of themes, the Scope and Sequence, has

mean in our world today. They also discover that one

dents in exploring difficult histories.

tion.

been an important tool in helping teachers bring

way of taking responsibility for the past is to preserve

a study of history into their classrooms that is

its memory.

relevant to the lived experience of their students,
rather than just facts about the past.

The sequence ends with Choosing to Participate

Creating safe and brave spaces in classroom

where, through contemporary stories, students see

THE INDIVIDUAL
AND SOCIETY

how history is made every day by ordinary people.

An invitation to Brave Space by Micky ScottBey Jones

Students begin to understand that they too have the

Together we will create brave space

power to change the course of history through their

Because there is no such thing as a “safe space”

own individual actions. They explore what it means to

We exist in the real world

be a citizen in a democracy — to exercise one’s rights

We all carry scars and we have all caused wounds.

and responsibilities in the service of a more humane

In this space

and compassionate world.

We seek to turn down the volume of the outside world,

WE AND THEY

CHOOSING TO
PARTICIPATE

HISTORY

JUDGMENT,
MEMORY &
LEGACY

We amplify voices that fight to be heard elsewhere,
Throughout this learning journey, teachers ask stu-

We call each other to more truth and love

dents to reflect on the connections they make be-

We have the right to start somewhere and continue to grow.

tween the history they are studying and the personal

We have the responsibility to examine what we think we know.

choices that are made today, by themselves and

We will not be perfect. This space will not be perfect.

others in society. They are asked what is familiar or

It will not always be what we wish it to be

different and what resonates to other histories, the

But

present and their own experience. These connec-

It will be our brave space together,

tions are not only the bridge between the past and

and

themselves, but are the important steps in inspiring

We will work on it side by side.

their moral imagination and their role today and in
Figure 4. Facing History's Scope and Sequence
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the future.

Box 8. ‘An invitation to Brave Space’, a poem
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If we hold that reconciliation requires that we turn

Classroom contracts can include some of the fol-

to the past and not away from it, then we need

lowing:

to create environments in classrooms for young

	Listen with respect. Try to understand what

people to do this in ways where they feel both

someone is saying before rushing to judgement.

safe and brave. They need to feel safe enough to

	Make comments using I statements. (“I disagree

learn about and engage with a history that could

with what you said. Here’s what I think.”)

be painful; safe enough to be able to feel emotions

	If you do not feel safe making a comment or

– whether they be anger or sadness; and safe
enough to be heard. The classroom should be a

asking a question, write the thought down. You
Method 1: Creating a contract

can ask the teacher after class to help you find

A starting point is to create a classroom contract.

	If someone offers an idea or asks a question

place where students learn to exchange ideas,
listen respectfully to different points of view, try

a safe way to share the idea.

out ideas and positions, and give and receive con-

A good contract can create a more harmonious

that helps your own learning, say “thank you.”

structive feedback without fear or intimidation.

and challenging learning environment. The con-

	If someone says something that hurts or offends

tract is not intended as a discipline tool and can

you, do not attack the person. Acknowledge

But students should also feel safe enough to be

work alongside the rules already established by

that the comment – not the person – hurt your

brave. Brave enough to share discomforts and

the teacher. Contracting is a process that allows

feelings and explain why.

listen to disagreements. Brave enough to engage

the teacher to create shared norms and learning

	Put-downs are never okay.

Method 2: Creating a safe space for

with difficult issues and to speak out. And, as

behaviours with students. This is collaborative

	If you do not understand something, ask a

discussion

Mickey ScottBey Jones invites us in her poem

process of asking students to agree upon both

question.

above, brave enough to accept that “we have the

the expectations for participation and the conse-

	Think with your head and your heart.

In South Africa, race is still an issue that divides

responsibility to examine what we think we know”.

quences for those who do not fulfil their obliga-

	Share talking time – provide room for others to

and is difficult to address in classrooms. Discus-

In this environment students have a better chance

tions as members of the learning community. Im-

speak.

sions about race, like discussions about religion

of gaining critical thinking skills, empathy and tol-

portantly, this collaborative process models living

	Do not interrupt others while they are speaking.

and immigration, evoke emotional responses and

erance, and a sense of civic responsibility towards

together in a democracy and, in countries where

	Write down thoughts, in a journal or notebook, if

so we tend to avoid bringing these into class-

each other.

people are divided, creates an experience of a

you don’t have time to say them during our time

rooms. But the work of reconciliation in South

shared imagined future.

together.

Africa cannot happen unless we engage with race
and identity. So we need to give young people the

This courage is needed in teachers as much as
students when facing the past. Especially since,

One way of beginning the contracting process is

While contracting is a process that may take place

tools and support to speak about these issues

as ScottBey Jones reminds us, “we all carry scars,

to use a poem or a song. ScottBey Jones’ poem

at the start of the year and can revisited, espe-

and to reassure them that their feelings are valid

and we have all caused wounds”. In countries

is a good example of a stimulus to get students

cially when starting to explore a difficult period

and their contributions to the discussion are valu-

where the past was violent, humiliating and divi-

thinking about the behaviours and values they

of history, the contract is the product that should

able.

sive, looking at the past together through this lens

would like to experience and be a part of in the

be visibly displayed in the classroom. It should be

creates a better opportunity for those who have

classroom. The class can read the poem together.

seen and frequently returned to during lessons.

The following activity is designed to help teach-

At times the teacher can remind students of what

ers create a safe space. The word ‘race’ can be

they have chosen to have included in the con-

replaced with whatever sensitive topic is being
focused on.

been separated to sit together. It does not mean
that we explore the past free from judgement

	By themselves, students are asked to underline

or a sense of right and wrong. Rather, it means

words of phrases that they would like to include

tract. At moments when the contract is broken

that when we sit together, whether as teachers in

in a classroom contract and spend a few min-

or behaviours in the contract are modelled, these

workshops or as students in classrooms, we try to

utes explaining why some of these are import-

should be reinforced and space given for students

recognise ourselves more clearly in the other.

ant to them.

to reflect on these moments.

1. The teacher starts with a journal prompt. Students are told that the following writing exercise
is a private journal entry that they will not be

	The class share their extracts and why they

asked to share with anyone, so they should feel

The following describes how to go about creating

want these included while the teacher or a stu-

With a collaboratively-created contract in place

a brave and safe space in the classroom and other

dent captures these on the board.

that is referred to and reinforced during the learn-

free to write their most honest reflection. Stu-

Facing History methods and tools.

	Students and the teacher can add other be-

ing process, students have a safety net that invites

dents are given several minutes to complete this

haviours or values that have not been men-

them to be brave, to engage with difficult issues

sentence:

tioned or were not in the poem or stimulus.

and to sit with the discomfort that comes from

	The teacher and students come to an agree-

facing a difficult past.

ment around what the final contract contains.
66

	“I mostly feel ____________ when discussing
race, because _________.”
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2. O
 nce students have gathered their thoughts, the

Method 3: Creating spaces for reflection

teacher begins a group brainstorm. Students

In using journals as a learning tool, teachers can
be guided by the following questions:
	What is the teacher’s relationship with students’

Journals are a particularly useful tool for teachers
to use for students to think about their thinking.

should not make “I” statements or share how

While this should be the case in every classroom,

they feel or what they wrote. The teacher tells

a reflective and supportive learning community is

journals? Will the teacher read everything they

they are learning. But it is equally important that

the students to call out words that represent the

essential when we are facing a difficult past. As

write? Is it possible for them to keep something

we ask them to think about why they think or

Often we ask students for their opinion on what

feelings that they think may be in the room when

students explore these histories, they need to be

private? Will their journals be graded? If so, by

believe what they do. Over time, there is value in

we discuss race. The teacher captures these on

given moments to pause. They need time and per-

what criteria? The teacher can set limits on the

students returning to their writing and reflecting on

the board and makes a list. The class doesn’t

mission to think about what they are learning and

degree to which he/she has access to their jour-

how their beliefs and opinions may have changed

yet comment on the words.

the connections they make to their world and their

nals.

and why.

choices. They need space to process the emo-

	What is appropriate content for journals? It is

tions they are feeling and, since part of looking

easy for students to confuse a class journal with

Equally, journals can be a space for students to

asking what the words have in common. Usually

at our own history is to help us reconcile, young

a diary (or blog) because both formats allow for

process emotions. At moments of discomfort or

the words are mostly, but maybe not all, nega-

people need the opportunity to reflect on ethical

open-ended writing. Teachers should clarify

when the history evokes an emotional response,

tive. What else do you notice? (The words are

decision making and judgement.

how the audience and purpose for this writing

teachers often ask students to capture how they

is distinct from that of writing in a personal di-

feel in their journals. Sometimes this means simply

3.	The teacher asks the students to look at the list,

not just surface observations; they are deeply
personal feelings.) Do you have any other im-

Silence, therefore, becomes an important tool – to

ary. To avoid uncomfortable situations, many

writing down the emotions they are aware of. At

portant reflections? (The words represent a

pause, to deepen learning, to process emotions

teachers find it helpful to clarify topics that are

other times teachers might ask students to choose

wide and varied range of responses.) Which of

and nurture ethical reflection. Silence can be used

not suitable material for journal entries. Teach-

one particular emotion and explain why they are

these feelings are most valid? (They are all val-

by a teacher to slow down her speech to empha-

ers should also explain that they are required to

feeling that. The journal, therefore, provides another safety net for students to rely on.

id. You may want to acknowledge that this is a

sise a point or to add an extended wait time after

take certain steps, such as informing a school

rhetorical question, but it is important to validate

he asks a question. Silence can create space for

official, if students reveal information about pos-

everyone’s feelings.) Where do these feelings

thought and to process emotions. Crucially, si-

sible harm to themselves or another student.

come from? (Personal experiences, the media,

lence sends a message to students that they are

	What forms of expression can be included in a

stereotypes, etc.)

trusted as thoughtful young people who need time

journal? Students learn and communicate best

to reflect.

in different ways. The journal is an appropriate

4. It is important for teachers and students to ac-

space to respect different learning styles. Some

knowledge that these feelings are in the room

students may wish to draw their ideas rather

and that they need not be afraid of them.

than record thoughts in words. Other students
may feel most comfortable responding in conMethod 4: Using journals as a learning tool

cept webs and lists instead of prose.
	How should journal content be publicly shared?

ever they are without being judged or shut down.

As a tool for silent reflection, keeping a journal

Most Facing History teachers have found that

This allows everyone to feel free to participate

helps students develop their ability to critically

students are best able to express themselves

without fear of being called racist or given any

examine their surroundings from multiple perspec-

when they believe that their journal is a private

other label. This opens the space for participation.

tives and to make informed judgements about

space. Therefore, we suggest that information

what they see and hear. Many students find that

in learners’ journals never be publicly shared

writing or drawing in a journal helps them process

without the consent of the writer. At the same

ideas, formulate questions, and retain information.

time, we encourage teachers to provide multiple

Journals make learning visible by providing a safe,

opportunities for students to voluntarily share

accessible space for learners to share thoughts,

ideas and questions they have recorded in their

feelings, and uncertainties. In addition to strength-

journals.

© Shikaya 2016/ Ashraf Hendricks

Through this simple activity students are allowed
to enter a difficult and emotive conversation wher-

ening learners’ critical thinking skills, journal writing serves other purposes. Journals help nurture
classroom community. Through reading and commenting on journals, teachers build relationships
with students.
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Method 5: Big paper silent conversations

(2) The importance of silence

(6) Class discussion

The teacher informs the class that the activity is

Finally, the whole class debriefs on the process.

One strategy that has been the most useful for

completed in silence and all communication is

The conversation can begin with a simple prompt

South African teachers in exploring apartheid his-

done in writing. Students are told they will have

such as, “What did you learn from doing this activ-

tory has been Silent Conversations. This is where

time to speak in pairs and in large groups later.

ity?” This is the time to delve deeper into the con-

students read emotive historical texts in silence

Before the activity begins, the teacher goes over

tent and use ideas from the Big Papers to bring

in small groups and have conversations in writing

all of the instructions and asks students if they

out students’ thoughts. The discussion can also

about what they are reading. This allows for an

have questions. This avoids questions during the

touch upon the importance and difficulty of stay-

emotional engagement with the history; using writ-

activity and minimises the chance that students

ing silent and the level of comfort with this activity.

ing and silence as tools helps students explore a

will interrupt the silence once it has begun.

topic in depth. Having a written conversation with
peers slows down the thinking process and gives

(3) Comment on your Big Paper

students an opportunity to focus on the views of

Each group receives a Big Paper and each stu-

others. This strategy also creates a visual record

dent receives a marker or pen. The groups read

of thoughts and questions that can be referred

the text in silence. After students have finished,

to later. This strategy also helps to create a more

they may comment on the text and ask questions

inclusive learning environment that engages shy

of each other in writing on the Big Paper. The writ-

learners who are not as likely to participate in a

ten conversation must start in response to the text

verbal discussion.

but can stray to wherever the students take it. If

(1) Preparation

can answer it by writing on the Big Paper. Stu-

First, the teacher selects the ‘stimulus’ – the ma-

dents can draw lines connecting a comment to a

terial that students will respond to. As the stim-

particular question. The teacher can determine the

ulus for a Big Paper activity, teachers have used

length of this step depending on the stimulus she/

questions, quotations, historical documents, and

he has chosen, but it should be at least 10 min-

excerpts from novels, poetry, or images.

utes.

Groups can be given the same stimulus for dis-

(4) Comment on other Big Papers

cussion; however, more often, they are given

Still working in silence, students leave their part-

different texts related to the same theme. This

ner(s) and walk around reading the other Big Pa-

activity works best when students are working in

pers. Students bring their marker or pen and can

© Shikaya 2019/ Luke Younge

someone in the group writes a question, another

twos or threes. Make sure that all students have a

write comments or further questions for thought

pen or marker. Some teachers ask students to use

on other Big Papers. Again, the teacher can deter-

different colours to make it easier to see the back-

mine the length of time for this step based on the

and-forth flow of a conversation. Each group also

number of Big Papers and his/her knowledge of

Since 2003, over 5,000 teachers have attended

their students to face the past that they have

needs a Big Paper (typically a sheet of poster pa-

the students.

Facing History and Ourselves workshops and

inherited and find themselves in. They have sup-

seminars in South Africa. Instead of turning away

ported their students to understand how this past

per) that can fit a written conversation and added

Conclusion

comments. The ‘stimulus’ (image, quotation, ex-

(5) Return to your own Big Paper

from a history that carried pain and shame, they

has shaped them and to make sense of their own

cerpt, etc.) that will be used to spark the students’

The silence is broken. The pairs rejoin back at their

have turned to face the past. They have chosen

choices and actions.

discussion is taped or written in the middle of the

own Big Paper. They should look at any comments

to share their stories and deal with the discomfort

The journey of reconciliation in South Africa is not

page.

written by others. Now they can have a free, verbal

that sometimes comes with hearing. This courage

over. And much still needs to be done politically

conversation about the text, their own comments,

has allowed them to take this history sensitively

and economically to redress the past and move

what they read on other papers, and comments

into their classrooms. They have drawn on ped-

South Africans closer together. But these teachers,
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that their fellow students wrote back to them. Stu-

agogies that have allowed their students to feel

in not denying or evading our history and in choos-

dents might be asked to take out their journals and

safe, heard and seen in the classroom, and they

ing discomfort over contentment, offer South Africa

identify a question or comment that stands out to

have used other content and methodologies to

the hope that the young people in their classrooms

them at this moment.

invite their students to be brave. They have helped

will keep us on the path towards reconciliation.
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Classrooms in Peace
in Colombia

José Fernando Mejía, Executive Director of
the Classrooms in Peace Program, describes how GCED could
play a role in ending the cycle of violence in Colombia and
bringing people together.

This chapter provides an overview of violence in

state’s response. Both guerrilla and paramilitary

Colombia and considers how the principles and

groups have been financed by drug trafficking,

practice of GCED could strengthen existing efforts

becoming powerful and profitable and worsening

to reduce violence, promote reconciliation and

social conditions in the country. Human rights vi-

help to build a new country.

olations are common in Colombia (Human Rights
Watch, 2019), because of the presence of these
illegal groups and the actions of the official armed
forces against them.

José Fernando Mejía
Executive Director,
Classrooms in Peace Program

History and context of violence in Colombia

José Fernando Mejía is the Executive Director of

Colombia has characterised by a long tradition of

ernment and the oldest guerrilla movement. Many

the Classrooms in Peace (Aulas en Paz), an elemen-

violence, related to internal conflict, crime, drug

people were full of hope, but there was also con-

peace agreement was signed between the gov-

tary school-based multi-component initiative for

trafficking and social violence. Guerrilla groups

siderable opposition to the agreement. The result

prevention of aggression through socio-emotional

emerged in the second half of the 20th century in

of the referendum on the peace agreement was

learning. The programme has been implemented

response to social and political conditions; at that

very close, with a small majority voting against it,

time Colombia was experiencing political violence

but the agreement was signed nevertheless. How-

in Colombia, México and Chile and inspired the
Peruvian National Curriculum for socio-emotional
learning. He also serves as the Chair of the Board
of EDUCAPAZ, a Colombian Peace Education Programme. He has had direct participation in the designing of Peace and Citizenship Education Policies
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In 2016, after more than 60 years of conflict, a

associated with conflict between the main politi-

ever, Colombian society was deeply divided, and

cal parties. Some of the first guerrilla groups had

reconciliation and healing were needed more than

a liberal ideology; later groups had a communist

ever.

ideology. These groups became involved in drug

in Colombia and has worked as a consultant for

trafficking, kidnapping and terrorism. In the 1970s,

Although the country’s homicide rate had been de-

international organisations. He studied Psychology

paramilitary groups emerged in some sectors of

creasing – from 71/100,000 in 1990 to 25/100,000

at the University of the Andes in Colombia and re-

society in response to the threat posed by guerrilla

in 2017, a reduction of 65% (Colombian Forensic

ceived a MEd from Harvard University.

groups and the perceived ineffectiveness of the

Medicine Service, 2018) – and the peace agree73
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ment undoubtedly contributed to this, some guer-

similar study in El Salvador conducted in a popu-

rilla groups remain and other drivers of violence

lation with high levels of violence-related risk. The

been robbed in school. One in three boys aged 11
years reported that they had been bullied, the sec-

have not been addressed. The homicide rate in

results were compared with the Health Behaviour

ond highest rate among the 35 countries included

Colombia remains very high compared with oth-

in School Aged Children (HBSC) study conducted

in the HBSC and more than double the average for

er countries – for example, the rate in the United

in 35 countries by the WHO (Chaux and Velázquez,

these countries.

States, Argentina and Peru is 5/100,000 and in

2008).

Germany, Denmark and Japan it is less than

The findings of the victimisation study are simi-

1/100,000 (Colombian Forensic Medicine Service,

The results were disturbing. Students in Bogotá

2019) – and increased by 7% in early 2018.

were more likely to carry sharp weapons or fire-

Competencies, which has been used since 2004

arms and to sell drugs than their peers in other

in more than a million 5th and 9th grade students

countries (Chaux and Velazquez, 2008). Between

in every school in Colombia. According to the

The cycle of violence
Many adolescents and young adults are involved

lar to those of the Colombian Test of Citizenship

14% and 31% of students reported that their class-

2014 data (ICFES, 2016), more than 40% of stu-

mates bring sharp weapons to school, around 5%

dents reported that they had been insulted by a

reported involvement in fights with weapons in the

classmate at least once in the last week, 37% had

last 12 months, and around 2.5% had seen class-

been hit or offended in the last two months, 22%

mates with firearms in school.

had hit or offended someone repeatedly, 49% had

in homicides in Colombia (Colombian Forensic

witnessed a bullying situation, and 24% had been

Medicine Service, 2018) and violence and bullying

Findings related to physical aggression, robbery

victims of blows, slaps or pinches. This illustrates

in schools and among those of school age are

and belonging to gangs were similar to those in El

the aggressive environment that students are ex-

Salvador, where the population sampled had high

posed to, and the impact of violence in wider so-

levels of risk. For example, 37% of 7th grade stu-

ciety on the way in which students relate to each

widespread.

Citizenship and Peace Education in Colombia

In the largest and most rigorous study of school

dents in Bogotá reported that they have been vic-

other in school (Bandura, 1963; Bandura, 1973;

victimisation in Colombia, 87,302 adolescent stu-

tims of physical aggression, more than double the

Liddell, Kvalsvig, Qotyana and Shabalala, 1994;

dents from private and public schools in Bogotá

rate in Canada, and more than 60% of students in

Fry, 1998; Chaux, 2003). Violence and bullying in

Citizenship and Peace Education is not new in

responded to a questionnaire that was used in a

7th, 8th, and 9th grades reported that they have

school adversely affects the learning environment,

Colombia. The Colombian Ministry of Education

preventing students from learning effectively; it is

developed the National Program of Citizenship

more difficult to learn in an aggressive environment

Competencies in 2004, recognising the importance

where students do not feel safe (Selman, 2003;

of education in the response to internal conflict

Carrol, n.d.; Loveland, Lounsbury, Welsh and Bu-

(Chaux, 2009; Chaux & Velásquez, 2009; Patti &

bolt, 2007; Battistich, Solomon, Kim, Watson, and

Cepeda, 2007). This includes National Standards,

Schaps, 1995).

the Test of Citizenship Competencies, teacher

This has been called the cycle of violence (Bandura,

ucation programmes.

training activities, and promotion of citizenship ed1963; Bandura, 1973; Liddell, Kvalsvig, Qotyana
and Shabalala, 1994; Fry, 1998; Chaux, 2003).

The National Standards are consistent with GCED.

GCED can help to break this cycle (Torrente and

They encompass the competencies required for

Kanayet, 2007) and foster more effective learning

citizenship including communication, emotion-

(Selman, 2003; Carrol, n.d.; Loveland, Lounsbury,

al, cognitive and integrative competencies. The

Welsh and Bubolt, 2007; Battistich, Solomon, Kim,

National Standards and the curricular approach

Watson, and Schaps, 1995).

are structured around three core dimensions of
citizenship: living with others in peace; participation and democratic responsibility; and plurality,

© Shutter Stock

identity and placing value on differences (Colom-
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bian Ministry of Education, 2004). There is a strong
emphasis on the construction of peaceful relations
and conflict resolution, thereby ensuring that the
curriculum is relevant and context specific.
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The Ministry of Education has also taken a differ-

Classrooms in Peace

ent approach to implementation of the National
Standards. While traditionally civic education was

Although the pedagogy of citizenship compe-

delivered by social science teachers, the National

tencies is consistent with the principles and

Standards have been disseminated to all teachers

approaches of GCED, much remains to be done

of all subjects as well as to head teachers, admin-

to close the gap between policy and practice in

istrative staff and the wider community. This was

Colombia. To help address this gap, the Aulas en

a radical change, and a challenge, for schools. To

Paz (Classrooms in Peace) programme was es-

support schools and ensure that teachers have the

tablished by the research group led by Dr Chaux

required pedagogical tools, the Ministry of Educa-

at the Universidad de los Andes in 2005.

as producing publications and identifying, dissem-

Aulas en Paz is an evidence-based, multi-com-

inating and supporting programmes that develop

ponent programme for the promotion of peaceful

citizenship competencies.

relationships and the prevention of aggression.

© José Fernando Mejía

tion has been conducting teacher training, as well

Since 2008, the programme has been implementTo evaluate whether or not students are reaching

ed through a partnership between the Universidad

the National Standards, the National Institute for

de los Andes and the NGO Convivencia Producti-

Evaluation (ICFES) developed the Test of Citizen-

va (Productive Coexistence). This partnership has

ship Competencies, a national test that has been

allowed us to have the academic support of one

implemented since 2004. In addition, Colombia

of the best universities in the region and the expe-

has participated in the International Civic and Citi-

rience and structure of an NGO whose mission is

zenship Education Study (ICCS), which included a

to contribute to peace-building in Colombia and

specific module for Latin America.

Latin America. In 14 years, we have reached more

Classes are implemented by their usual teachers,

aim to promote peer positive effects led by the

than 250,000 children in around 400 schools in 47

who receive training and support from the NGO.

most prosocial children. This approach is also de-

In 2013, Colombia passed a Learning to Live To-

Colombian cities.

gether law. This law is consistent with the citizen-

signed to avoid deviancy training, which has been
Targeted activities are implemented by (pre-ser-

found to occur in interventions working exclusive-

Aulas en Paz provides training and pedagogic

vice teachers) of pedagogy or social sciences,

ly with at-risk children or adolescents (Arnold &

includes guidelines about preventing and man-

tools for teachers and schools to foster citizenship

also with training and support from the NGO. The

Hughes, 1999; Dishion, McCord & Poulin, 1999).

aging conflicts and bullying. In 2014, the National

competencies that promote peaceful relationships

activities include home visits to the families of

Congress passed another law for peace education

(Chaux, 2007; Chaux, 2012; Mejia y Chaux, 2017).

10% of the students, focusing on those with initial

Aulas en Paz is centred on learning by doing and

– the Cátedra de Paz – that had been developed

The programme focuses on the development of

higher levels of aggression, since these families

is consistent with a competencies development

by the Ministry of Education. This law includes

competencies that enable students to resolve

do not usually come to the workshops offered in

approach and GCED principles and methodolo-

general guidelines about peace education, a de-

conflicts peacefully, prevent aggression and stop

the schools but are often the ones who need them

gies. Many of its activities are intended to develop

scription of performance by grade and examples

bullying. It combines universal and targeted com-

the most. Home visits seek to help and support

and practice competencies, in particular eight

of pedagogical sequences. In a country without

ponents that reach all students and, at the same

families with issues that worry them such as con-

socio-emotional abilities: empathy, assertiveness,

ship competencies in the National Standards and

a national curriculum, this was an important step,

time, make a larger impact on those who need

flicts, rules, discipline and communication, and to

anger management, perspective-taking, creative

providing educators with the tools for learning

more help. The universal component includes a

offer that support in a calm way, similar to a social

generation of options, consideration of conse-

about peace.

classroom-based curriculum and parents’ work-

meeting. Where there are safety risks associated

quences, active listening, and critical thinking.

shops. The targeted component, directed to stu-

with violence or crime, which make home visits

dents with higher levels of aggressive behaviours,

difficult, we invite families to the school for a work-

The programme was originally designed for public

includes extracurricular activities and home visits.

shop especially designed for them.

schools in contexts with high levels of commu-

The classroom-based curriculum is implemented

The other targeted activity is extracurricular ac-

mented in a handful of schools in Bogotá, which

in ethics (up to 24 lessons a year) and Spanish

tivities conducted in small heterogeneous groups

allowed the team to test and improve the model

(up to 16 lessons a year) classes. In this way, it

of six children, two of them with high levels of ag-

and the activities. In 2009, with the support of the

includes both a specific curricular space (ethics)

gressive behaviour and four with prosocial skills.

Colombian Ministry of Education, UNICEF, IOM

and integration with an academic area (Spanish).

These groups, which meet up to 16 times a year,

and USAID, Aulas en Paz was implemented in 27

nity violence. From 2005 to 2008, it was imple-
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schools in four regions with high levels of violence.
During this first phase, adjustments were made to
respond to challenges encountered. For example,
we learned that it would be better to locate staff
coordinating the programme in the region where
schools are located instead of travelling from Bogotá. Training for teachers was also adapted to
include topics such as classroom management, to
help teachers create a learning environment that is
favourable to Aulas en Paz activities.
Since 2010, implementation has been supported

Conclusion

mainly by private organisations, such as Manuelita
SA, Natura Cosméticos, the Harold Eder Founda-

As this chapter has explained, citizenship educa-

tion and Telefónica Foundation and international

tion is not new in Colombia. Much work has been

organisations like Save the Children. The pro-

done by the Ministry of Education, and Aulas en

gramme is national in scope but implementation

Paz has been working for 14 years to address vio-

has focused on Cali and Palmira, two cities with

lence through citizenship education.

some of the highest homicide rates in the world
(Consejo Ciudadano para la Seguridad Pública y

We now have the opportunity to build on this and

la Justicia Penal, 2014). Since 2017, we have been

to enrich citizenship education in Colombia through

working with the Telefónica Foundation to use

adopting the broader perspective of GCED. This

technology to train teachers, with almost 4,000

would allow us to make connections across the

teachers from 13 cities and municipalities enrolled.

world and help us to equip Colombian students to

We hope that this approach will allow us to scale

be competent citizens of the world. We share the

up the programme to reach more schools and, in

same planet and face many similar problems.

particular, schools in remote areas.
Violence, crime, and even internal conflicts, are
International implementation began in 2009 when,

global issues and should be addressed accord-

thanks to a technical assistance mission financed

ingly. GCED would give us the opportunity to

by the Inter-American Program on Education for

build south-south collaborations and connections

Democratic Values and Practices of the Organiza-

with communities in different countries whose

tion of American States, we shared the experience

experience and perspective is often similar. For

of Aulas en Paz with a partner organisation (Via

example, indigenous communities in Colombia

Education) in México. The programme was adapt-

may feel closer to people from indigenous groups

ed to the Mexican context and has been imple-

in other countries even if they speak another lan-

mented in 16 schools with positive results (Chaux

guage. The world is becoming smaller and we can

et al., 2012). In 2015, the Peruvian Ministry of Edu-

take advantage of this by learning from others and

cation and the World Bank invited Aulas en Paz to

sharing our experiences.

participate in the development of a new curriculum
for SEL. We designed all sessions for primary
school grades and most sessions for secondary
grades. The core principles of Aulas en Paz and
© José Fernando Mejía

many of its activities were included in the curriculum and the materials were presented in a toolkit
that has reached almost four million of students in
Peru (Hartley, 2015).
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Preparing young
people to be global
citizens through
integrated schools in
Northern Ireland

Cliodhna Scott-Wills, Senior Development Officer
for the Northern Ireland Council for Integrated Education (NICIE),
describes how applying the principles of GCED in integrated schools
can help to overcome community division.

This chapter provides an overview of the back-

which separated children along religious lines was

ground to and ethos of Integrated Education in

already well established. To this day, the majori-

Northern Ireland, and the curricular and programme

ty of children are schooled apart and do not get

approaches used to develop a sense of citizenship.

the opportunity to meet people from the other
community until they are adults. By that stage,
beliefs, prejudices and myths are well established.
Research shows that children as young as three

Cliodhna Scott-Wills

years of age show a preference for particular
Background to Integrated Education

names, flags and cultural practices of the two main

The history of Northern Ireland is one of a society

sectarian statements (Connelly, 2002). Educating

cer for the Northern Ireland Council for Integrated

divided by religion, culture, politics, history, tradi-

children together from an early age can help them

Education (NICIE). Her main role is to support Inte-

tion and affiliation to Britain or Ireland. Out of this

to develop an understanding of difference and

Senior Development Officer, NICIE

Cliodhna Scott-Wills is a Senior Development Offi-

traditions and 15% of those aged six can make

grated Schools in developing their ethos in all as-

long-standing division came the modern-day con-

show that they can make friends with children who

pects of school life. She does this through support

flict between Protestants and Catholics known as

are not the same as them.

with the Excellence in Integrated Education Award

‘the Troubles’, which began in 1969 and ended with

(EIEA), organising training such as Anti-Bias in Edu-

The Good Friday Agreement in 1998. During ‘The

The concept of educating children together was

Troubles’, civil unrest was at its height and commu-

rejected for many years but it has now become

nity tensions were on the increase. Many people

accepted. In 1989, Integrated Education was rec-

cation, Peer Mediation, school ethos development
and bespoke training for schools as requested.
Cliodhna received her Bachelor of Education degree in 1992 and her Masters of Education in 1996.
She taught for 9 years in post-primary schools, five
of which were in Lagan College, Northern Ireland’s
first Integrated School.

who lived in ‘mixed communities’ left, sometimes

ognised in the Education Reform Order (Northern

by choice and sometimes by force. They moved

Ireland) and a duty was placed on the Department

to areas and communities where they felt ‘safer’ –

of Education to “encourage and facilitate” Integrat-

places that were either Catholic or Protestant.
Even before ‘The Troubles, a system of schooling
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ed Education. The wording of the Order did not go
into detail, so the Northern Ireland Council for Integrated Education (NICIE) and existing integrated
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schools developed a document called the NICIE

to know each other in the everyday routine of

However, Integrated Education is not just about

Statement of Principles. This defined Integrated

school, not just in lessons but whilst taking part

children. It also works with leaders, activists,

attitudes towards the ‘other’. Integrated Education

Education, provided guidance for teachers, gov-

in after school activities as well as during break

parents, educators, community organisations

uses the environment of the school to challenge

ernors and parents, and also provided guidance

and lunch. They would learn together each oth-

and the wider public to help them understand its

these negative attitudes, to guide children and

on how to teach subjects to a mixed classroom.

er’s history, religion and culture through the for-

importance. Integrated Education is a journey

young people into a greater understanding of dif-

However, one of the main difficulties in addressing

mal and the hidden curriculum. Assemblies that

from a parent’s desire to have her child’s identity

ference and to help break down the barriers to de-

difference is that most schools remain separated

start the school day would be shared. Religious

recognised in a school of differing identities to a

veloping friendships. It goes beyond this, however,

along religious lines and most teachers in Northern

and cultural events would be marked.

movement that challenges society to change. In-

in helping pupils to take responsibility for how they

Ireland are trained separately – only a small per-

and also can reinforce negative stereotypes and

tegrated schools show that it is possible to create

treat others. The NICIE Statement of Principles

centage of teachers go on to teach in a school that

In 1981 the first integrated school, Lagan College,

a safe space where people from opposing view-

has four main components of Equality, Faith and

is not of their ‘community’.

opened with 28 pupils and seven teachers. This

points can ask questions and feel they are able to

Values, Parental Involvement and Social Respon-

The integrated school

was the first school in Northern Ireland with an

express themselves. This is important in Northern

sibility. For pupils of integrated schools, Social

intentionally mixed student and staff population

Ireland where it is more common in mixed environ-

Responsibility reminds them that the learning from

representing both communities. Almost 40 years

ments to put your head down and say nothing – a

school goes beyond the school gate and that they

later, there are 65 integrated schools across

culture of politeness and “whatever you say, say

are citizens who can effect change.

Northern Ireland, representing 7 % of the school-

nothing” prevails.

age population.

In 2011, the Department of Education’s Commu-

“The integrated school provides a learning envi-

nity Relations, Equality and Diversity in Education

ronment where children and young people from

Integrated Education reflects Allport’s theory on

Catholic and Protestant backgrounds, as well as

contact as the premise for teaching children to-

those of other faiths and none can learn with, from

gether (Allport, 1954). This theory states that, if

and about each other.”

managed properly, interpersonal contact is one

- NICIE Statement of Principles

of the most effective ways to reduce prejudice

The Good Friday Agreement recognised the im-

between groups. If we create the right opportu-

portance of people from different communities

ety is a role for the whole government but I recog-

nities and an environment that allows children

living and being educated together to create a

nise and value the contribution that education can

Early initiatives to establish integrated schools

to communicate with others, they are able to

lasting peace. Whilst Integrated Education is not a

play ...”

were driven by parents who wanted their children

understand and appreciate different points of

panacea for all ills in Northern Ireland, it is part of

Declaration of Ethos, 2009

(CRED) policy recognised the role that education
plays in developing the skills needed to prepare
Ethos and curriculum

children and young people for a society that embraces difference. The Foreword of the Minister
states that: “Rebuilding a strong and vibrant soci-

to attend schools that were not necessarily of

view, to consider the issues of stereotyping, prej-

the solution and contributes to society by prepar-

their identity. All Children Together (ACT), which

udice and discrimination and how these issues

ing children and young people to be at ease in a

Schools use current curriculum areas to help develop a sense of citizenship. The primary school

was founded by parents, argued that one of the

can arise between communities and can be ad-

more diverse environment.

curriculum World Around Us taps into the natural

most powerful ways Christians could respond to

dressed. Integrated schools strongly believe that

curiosity of young children to explore aspects of

the charge that ‘The Troubles’ were about religion

contact theory in the context of Northern Ireland

The ethos of the school is key – it is apparent in all

citizenship such as respect, personal and social

would be for Protestants and Catholics to edu-

prepares children and young people to be able to

aspects of school life – and has the biggest impact

responsibility and their place in the world through

cate their children together in the same schools.

go out into society and participate as global citi-

on learners. How young people are engaged with

geography, history and science and technology.

The concept was simple – children would get

zens.

and spoken to, the opportunities they are given,
the events they are part, of all contribute to de-

The Bridge Integrated Primary School has devel-

veloping them as citizens of a shared society. All

oped a programme on global citizenship within

members of the school community are given the

this area and has been awarded ‘Global Learning

opportunity to celebrate their own religious and

School’ status by the Global Learning Programme

cultural festivals and they also take part in those of

of Nor thern Ireland. Each year they hold the

the ‘other’ community.

World's Biggest Global Lesson in September, with
each year group carrying out investigative, writ-
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As discussed earlier, children bring positive and

ten, and art and craft tasks linked to one of the

negative attitudes and beliefs regarding difference

UN SDGs. Small groups of pupils across the year

that they have learned through family and commu-

groups also gather with the lead teacher to prepare

nity. The environment in which they are brought

and then present assemblies for the whole school.

up reinforces what is ‘normal’, ‘good’, ‘positive’

These have included, most recently The Climate
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Protest, and other themes across the year, such

Anti-Bias is aimed at creating a space where injus-

as Holocaust Memorial Day, Mother Language Day

tice is called out regardless of who is committing

and the promotion of Fair Trade products. Much of

it. The use of ‘discomforting pedagogies’ allows

their global learning work is linked with ecological

teachers to move out of their comfort zone and to

approaches in school, including waste and waste

challenge beliefs, prejudices and biases that chil-

management, supported by the local Council Envi-

dren, young people and adults hold. In their paper,

ronmental Officer. This work pays particular atten-

Discomforting Pedagogies: Emotional Tensions,

tion to Equality and Social Responsibility.

Ethical Dilemmas and Transformative Possibilities,
McGlynn & Zembylas (2010) examine a lesson

Integrated Education is not solely focused on

where children are labelled good or bad based on

the subject content, although this is important in

the colour of card they are given. The teacher is in-

Northern Ireland where many subjects are taught

terested in how the other children react when they

differently based on the community the school

witness such unfair and unjust behaviour towards

is catering for. Integrated schools need to review

their classmates. He wants to see if the children

texts, examples, and language used to ensure they

stand up against this injustice, even reporting him

are relevant to both communities.

to the head teacher. The authors are interested
in how a teacher sets up such a lesson and how
the children react when they are confronted with
a discomforting situation. There is also the ethical
responsibility of the teacher to create a situation

Programmes

that keeps children safe but at the same time does
not “…evade the possible discomforting feelings

Over the years NICIE has developed different pro-

that may be required”.

grammes to help schools address the challenge
of teaching in an integrated classroom. These

Excellence in Integrated Education Award

programmes include: Anti-Bias Approaches; the

W
 ith new staff, pupils, societal changes and

Excellence in Integrated Education Award (EIEA);

educational developments, schools need to

Peer Mediation; and Diversity in Action.
	Anti-bias approaches

continually refine and develop their ethos to ensure

	Peer Mediation

it is still relevant and is meeting the needs of the

Conflict happens or can happen in all areas of

Conclusion

school community. The process should involve

life – ranging from interpersonal relationships to

Northern Ireland is a society where even today

Anti-Bias Approaches involve equality and di-

the whole school community – all staff, governors,

the international arena. Conflict is normal and the

people do not acknowledge that there is still con-

versity auditing of resources. It is a whole staff

parents, learners and those from the local

issue is not its existence but how it is managed.

flict or appreciate that by acknowledging it we

approach to challenging the use of prejudicial and

community that have a connection with the school.

Education plays an important role in teaching chil-

have the power to resolve it and move on. Inte-

discriminatory language, developing a protocol

dren and young people to understand the nature

grated Education aims to normalise conversations

of conflict and how to resolve it.

in Northern Ireland, so that people do not have

– i.e. to identify what they do in the light of their

Peer Mediation is a life skills programme for chil-

decide what to talk about or not talk about, and

prejudice and discrimination. The aim is for the

ethos. The toolkit was created to give schools the

dren aged 10 and 11 years that explores the nature

where they can express who they are and have

learner to become more comfortable with their

opportunities to focus on good practice, identify

of conflict and how to resolve it. It develops life

pride in their background, heritage and religion.

own identity – they no longer feel defensive and

gaps and develop an action plan to address identi-

skills such as active listening, problem solving

can be alert to the differences around them and

fied gaps. It reflects the NICIE Statement of Princi-

and conflict resolution. Through Peer Mediation,

for reacting to controversial events as they occur,

The EIEA toolkit was designed to give schools a

planned exploration of differing perspectives and

framework for auditing their policies and practices

organised training for young people to challenge

to work out what religion a person is before they

feel at ease with these. They learn to recognise

ples and reminds schools of the importance of the

children and young people learn to have ‘difficult

injustices and unfairness – they no longer stand by

four areas of Equality, Faith and Values, Parental

conversations’. If they understand the conflicts that

and let it happen but speak out against it and look

Responsibility and Social Responsibility.

happen in their school life and that they have the

for solutions to resolve it.

power to resolve them, they will be able to bring
this understanding to their lives and experience as
they grow up.
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Global Citizenship Education for peace and reconciliation :
Supporting effective implementation

Le Anh Vinh, Vice Director General at the Vietnam Institute of
Educational Sciences (VNIES), provides an overview of strategies and
approaches for GCED policy development and integration
into the national education system, drawing on lessons learned
from experience in Vietnam.

This chapter focuses on five priority areas of

the core values that underpin GCED, for example,

GCED policy development and implementation:

collaboration, equality, justice, empathy and re-

policy review and development; curriculum re-

spect, and policy development processes should

view and development; knowledge creation,

include those who are often excluded, for exam-

sharing and dissemination; capacity building; and

ple, learners with disabilities, from ethnic and lin-

monitoring and assessment. The experience of

guistic minorities and from disadvantaged areas.

Vietnam is used to demonstrate how strategies

Le Anh Vinh
Vice Director General, VNIES

Le Anh Vinh is Vice Director General of Vietnam

and approaches to implement GCED can be con-

The first step in GCED policy development is to re-

textualised in the curriculum, teacher training and

view existing national policy documents, including

monitoring and assessment, as well as to highlight

the education strategic sector plan.

some of the challenges involved in GCED policy

Institute of Educational Sciences (VNIES) and the

development and implementation. This experience

The next step is to decide whether GCED can be

Director of National Center for Sustainable Devel-

is likely to be relevant to other countries that are

incorporated into existing policies or whether a
new policy needs to be developed. Whichever is

opment of General Education Quality. He obtained

introducing educational reforms, including new

his B.Sc. in Mathematics and Computer Science

national curricula with transformative pedagogy,

the case, it is important to develop a clear justifi-

from the University of New South Wales, Australia

and that face similar challenges and constraints.

cation for GCED policy development, based on a

in 2005, then pursued his PhD in Mathematics at

detailed assessment of the effectiveness of ex-

Harvard University in 2010. Before joining VNIES,

isting policies and regulations, and to ensure that

he held several positions at the University of Edu-

policy supports mainstreaming of GCED in educa-

cation, Vietnam National University, including Dean
of Faculty of Teacher Education, Director of the
Center for Educational Research and Applications,
and Principal of the High school of Educational Sciences.
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tion.
Policy review and development
An important related step is to identify factors
The ultimate goal of any GCED policy is to provide

that could facilitate or limit GCED implementation,

the framework for improving the quality of GCED

including stakeholders who may be supportive or

teaching and learning. Such a policy should reflect

critical. Collaborative and constructive engage89
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ment with all stakeholders, including policy mak-

Most of these documents do not specific objec-

ers, educators, practitioners, researchers and the

tives or targets or how GCED is to be delivered.

media, is important to build support and address

Most MOET documents, including guidelines for

any potential opposition.

teachers, lack practical guidance on implementa-

In the case of Vietnam, review of existing policy

ministries and other stakeholders, budgets and

and regulations found that these documents cover

monitoring processes have not been specified.

Curriculum review and development

example, global integration, international cooper-

Key actions required to consolidate the policy de-

GCED should be part of the curriculum for learn-

ation, globalisation and sustainable development.

velopment process include:

ers in formal, non-formal and informal education

Central authorities – the General Party, the Nation-

(i)	Develop a national framework of GCED knowl-

as well as the curriculum for teacher training, and

Vietnam is about to implement a new national cur-

also needs to be adapted to the country context.

riculum, which aims to transform education from

tion. Mechanisms for collaboration between line
izenship through ICT. Review of existing curricula

a wide range of GCED-related issues including, for

is also important to develop a clear justification for
curriculum development or revision.

al Assembly and the Government – have all issued

edge and competencies which ensures com-

policy documents and guidelines concerning the

prehensiveness, coherence, appropriateness

conceptualisation and implementation of GCED in

and transferability across the education sector.

As with the policy development process, the first

cy-based approach, in order to improve the quality

the national education system. The Ministry of Ed-

(ii)	Determine the specific GCED learning objec-

step in GCED-related curriculum development is

of the labour force. The VNIES has conducted a

ucation and Training (MOET), together with other

tives and content to be incorporated in the

reviewing existing national curricula. This will iden-

comprehensive review of both the current and the

line Ministries and local authorities, has also set

education system to inform curriculum design

tify where elements of GCED are already covered,

new national curricula to identify GCED elements

out resolutions and developed guidance on GCED

and implementation.

a knowledge-based approach to a competen-

as well as opportunities and gaps. For example,

and recommend ways in which GCED could be

GCED may already be covered in science and

integrated into teaching and learning. The VNIES

social studies but not in other subjects, and there

research team has proposed the following frame-

implementation.

(iii)	Develop clear, practical implementation guide-

Official policies that explicitly include the term

(iv)	Develop and implement a collaboration mech-

may be opportunities to address GCED elements

work to integrate GCED into the national education

‘global citizenship’ include: (i) Decision No 404/

anism that brings together MOET, other line

through arts and sports or to enhance digital cit-

system:

QĐ-TTg by the Prime Minister in 2015 to approve

Ministries and local authorities.

lines.

the renovation of the national general education

(v)	Develop and implement a system to supervise,

curriculum, highlighting the criticality of a compre-

monitor and evaluate GCED integration in the

hensive education of Vietnamese citizens towards

national education system.

global citizenship (Prime Minister, 2015) and (ii)
Decision No 2161/QĐ-BGDĐT by MOET in 2017

Vision and mission of education
system and institutions

Ensure that GCED is reflected in the vision, mission,
core values and strategic plan of the education system
and of institutions, and encourage learners’ involvement
in the development process.

Curriculum

Stimulate the implementation of GCED through
interdisciplinary integration and experiential learning
activities designed for learners of different levels.

Learners’ participation

Encourage learners to actively take part in learning
activities and in projects within and outside school
context.

Capacity building

Focus on professional development of educators and
classroom teachers regarding transformative pedagogies
to facilitate GCED.

Raising public awareness

Disseminate knowledge and information via various
channels to raise awareness and involvement of the
general public.

on “The implementation plan of sustainable development goals regarding education towards 2025”,
which proposed a new indicator of Percentage of
students experiencing GCED and ESD by levels of
study (MOET, 2017).
Overall, central policies in Vietnam that address
GCED take a comprehensive approach and cover
a wide range of issues including the economy,
environment, and social and cultural sectors, with
a view to enhancing awareness and knowledge of
the general public and relevant parties. These official documents highlight stakeholder collaboration
and accountability, and central authorities have
also initiated steps to monitor and systematise
GCED teaching and learning.
However, the main focus of policies and regulations that refer to GCED is raising awareness.
90

Table 1. Framework to integrate GCED into the national education system
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GCED is not a stand-alone subject and is current-

Knowledge creation, sharing and

As it often takes some time to develop or revise

ly not a priority in education institutions, so this

dissemination

national curricula and some learners do not have

Classroom teachers play a fundamental role in

access to formal education, consideration could

GCED implementation. It is essential that they are

framework takes a top-down approach. This is

Classroom teachers

because the commitment and support of leaders

There is growing interest in and demand for

be given to other ways of disseminating learn-

equipped with the necessary knowledge, skills

and managers is required initially to incorporate

GCED from parents and students. Consequently,

ing content. These could include dissemination

and attitudes to integrate and deliver GCED ef-

GCED into the mission, core values and activities

although the formal education sector does not

through open access digital platforms, such as

fectively. Research conducted by VNIES found

of the education system.

yet deliver GCED, many non-formal and informal

learning portals or free online courses. Available

that, while more than 90% of school teachers

education institutions offer GCED courses and

evidence suggests that frequency of access to

were well aware of the concept of GCED, this ap-

The research team has also proposed guidelines,

programmes. However, these vary in content and

digital content among young people is high (Le et

peared to have little impact on the GCED-related

covering both learning content and pedagogy, to

standard and there is no mechanism for super-

al., 2019). Development and distribution of more

knowledge and competencies of students (VNIES,

ensure effective integration of GCED into the new

vision or monitoring quality. To address this, the

useful online learning contents would help to guide

2019b). The possible implications of this include:

national curriculum. Regarding learning content,

VNIES research team has proposed possible ar-

learning activities and behaviour in the digital

(i) teachers do not fully understand GCED; (ii)

the team proposed that opportunities for GCED

eas of GCED learning content for consideration.

world, as well as to enhance learners’ knowledge

awareness is not translating into use of innovative

and understanding.

and transformative GCED pedagogies in teaching;

integration are identified across all subjects and
learning activities and that learning objectives and
content are determined for each level of study.

or (iii) teachers do not have adequate knowledge

(1) Knowledge content:
	Global issues (e.g. global warming and climate

and pedagogical skills. Whichever is the case, the

change, international disputes, equality)

findings suggest that teachers need to be trained

Regarding pedagogy, the team proposed that this

	Cultural diversity (e.g. different cultural tradi-

focus on two areas: global issues and experien-

tions, cultural perceptions, , similarities and dif-

to deliver GCED using innovative approaches as
Capacity building

well as to understand the core values of GCED. It

tial learning. For the first area, learning activities

ferences)

should be organised that stimulate discussion and

	Interdependency (e.g. relationship of communi-

Human capacity is at the heart of any transfor-

often have crowded classrooms and teachers who

critical analyses of global issues, the interdepen-

ties at local, national and international level)

mational movement. It is, therefore, crucial to

have had limited pre- or in-service teaching prepa-

dency of issues such as economic development

	Relevant events and incidents (e.g. local, nation-

enhance the capabilities of policy makers, educa-

ration (UNESCO, 2016).

and the environment and of global and local is-

al and global)

sues, and that maximise learning experiences and
social interactions in diverse contexts beyond the

(2) Competency content:

classroom. For the second area, learners should

	Critical thinking

is also important to note that, in Vietnam, schools

tors, local authorities, school leaders and classroom teachers. This does not need to wait for

In many countries, GCED guidelines and materials

new curricula to be developed. Teachers can be

may be accessible, but teachers may not have

inspired and armed with knowledge and skills to

been trained in GCED or ESD. Even where they
have been trained, teachers may find it difficult

be encouraged to participate in school and com-

	Collaborative learning

make changes within existing curriculum (Akar &

munity activities and to maximise their involve-

	Reasoning to resolve conflicts

Hamadeh, 2019; Lewis, 2019) and professional de-

to integrate social, emotional and behavioural

ment in decision-making processes in the school

	Intercultural communication and respect for dif-

velopment policies for local authority and school

learning dimensions into subject areas or to help

context.

ferences

managers and classroom teachers can unlock the

students develop critical thinking skills (Pithers &

	Digital literacy

potential benefits of GCED for future learners.

Soden, 2000), especially when they are managing
large classes or are under pressure to cover the

	Lifelong learning skills

syllabus and deliver expected examination results.

	Adaptability and stress management skills

In other settings, teachers may not be practising
(3) Perception and attitudes content:

these pedagogies effectively because of lack of

	Develop a global mindset

support (Hamano, 2008) and other institutional

	Be aware of differences, democratic values,

factors (Sellars et al., 2018). Integration of GCED

justice and peace

into curricula therefore needs to be supported by

	Respect cultural diversity and take interest in

improved teacher training and provision of prac-

other cultural values

tical guidance as well as integration of GCED into

	Be aware of environmental issues

subject assessment (Benavot et al., 2019).

	Develop a sense of belonging and accountabiliTeachers need to master skills in critical thinking
© APCEIU

ty for global issues
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and analysis, to develop a global mindset (Akar
& Hamadeh, 2019) and, ideally, to be exposed to
different cultures and pedagogical approaches
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through local immersion experiences in diverse

a sense of belonging and active involvement of

Building national and international among educa-

higher level of independent thinking and judge-

communities or international exchanges in order to

learners (UN, 2015; UNESCO, 2014, 2015). School

tion managers and practitioners can also enhance

ment (Weinstock, Assor, & Broide, 2009).

widen their knowledge and understanding of local,

leaders and local authorities play a critical role in

understanding and appreciation of GCED, stimu-

national and global issues.

this.

late knowledge dissemination and improve prac-

Another study showed that secondary school stu-

tice, as well as increasing international connection

dents tend to over-estimate their understanding of

In Vietnam, exchange programmes have been

and a global mindset. International organisations

the concept of global citizenship, with a clear gap

established to enable teachers to travel and learn

School leaders and local authorities are the main

School leaders and local authorities

and networks can also be a useful source of

between self-assessment scores and objective

from international experience. For example, Viet-

driving force and source of support for classroom

knowledge, pedagogy, best practices and advo-

test scores on understanding of GCED concepts,

namese teachers have travelled to other coun-

teachers to deliver GCED. However, one of the

cacy related to strengthening and implementing

attitudes and behaviour (VNIES, 2019b). These and

tries to deliver lessons in science, technology,

challenges at this level is promoting awareness

GCED. Documenting and sharing GCED success

other findings are useful to curriculum developers

engineering and mathematics (STEM) subjects

and understanding of the importance of integrat-

stories and initiating collaborative projects with

and classroom teachers as they identify gaps in

and teachers from the Philippines have come to

ing GCED. It is also critical to provide training

teachers and learners in other countries can gen-

students’ GCED-related knowledge and skills.

Vietnam to teach English. The mobility of teachers

on financial planning and budgeting to those re-

erate interest in GCED as well as intercultural un-

is expected to increase in future as more regional

sponsible for allocating resources for education.

derstanding and youth leadership.

and international cooperation opportunities are

Short-term training often fails to result in sustained

established.

change, so longer-term programmes that include
Conclusion

monitoring and assessment should be considered.
However, many teachers, especially those from
less economically developed areas, are unlikely

An example of this is the ESD programme which

Monitoring and assessment

Despite many challenges, Vietnam had made

to benefit from exchange opportunities and other

included exchange study visits for education man-

approaches are required to ensure that they have

agers and school leaders from Hanoi. These visits,

Mechanisms for monitoring and assessment are

good progress in establishing the foundations
for integration of GCED in the national education

access to materials that support them to change

to Stockholm in Sweden, enabled education man-

an essential element of successful integration of

system. Further progress will depend on bridging

pedagogical methods. To address this, the MOET,

agers and school leaders to study and practice

GCED (Toh, Shaw, & Padilla, 2017). It is import-

the gap between policy and practice, including

in collaboration with the World Bank, has been

implementation of ESD in the school curriculum

ant to examine the relationship between how

consolidating GCED in the national curriculum,

implementing the Enhancing Teacher Education

and in teaching, learning and assessment activi-

the policy objectives will be monitored and how

ensuring that teachers have the knowledge and

Programme (ETEP), a national pre-service and

ties. After the visits, progress in implementing ESD

the curriculum will be evaluated. Some GCED

pedagogical skills required, and establishing ap-

in-service training programme (World Bank, 2016).

in schools in Vietnam was closely supervised and

learning outcomes, particularly those under the

propriate mechanisms and measures for monitor-

The ETEP has developed a national online training

monitored; this showed promising results with ef-

socio-emotional learning pillar, are difficult to as-

ing and assessment. This will help to ensure that

portal, which includes teaching materials, lesson

fects continuing five years later (DOET, 2019).

sess using conventional methods and alternative

education fulfils its potential, including contributing

plans and learning content to stimulate transfor-

methods, such as self-assessments, learner anec-

to tackling social issues and enhancing the quality

mation in pedagogical methods. The portal can be

dotes, portfolios and other reflective approaches,

of the labour force.

freely accessed and contributed to by teachers all

may be more suitable.

over the country. To increase the impact of the online training programme, lecturers and pre-service

One of the initial attempts to measure students’

tutors from eight teacher training universities are

GCED knowledge and competencies was a re-

offering face-to-face training sessions at week-

search study conducted by VNIES. This found

ends. During these sessions, teachers are given

that, among eight core skills for the 21st century,

detailed guidance on how to develop and deliver

Vietnamese students had the lowest proficiency

lessons using innovative approaches, and are ob-

in creativity and global and local connection skills

served, monitored, supervised and given feedback

(VNIES, 2019a). The same study found that educa-

on their teaching practice.

tion is having only a modest impact on students’
acquisition of these core skills, perhaps reflecting

environment that is consistent with GCED principles, for instance, one that involves mutual collaboration, observation and mentoring and action
planning, and that promotes social responsibility,
94

the current approach to teaching and learning in
© Shutter Stock

Finally, it is also important to create a working

schools in Vietnam, which is still knowledge based
and does not promote independent thinking. In
other environments where teachers are more open
to critical opinions, students are found to exhibit
95

Challenges in
curriculum and
textbook development
for low- and middleincome countries

Andy Smart
Independent education and
publishing consultant, NISSEM.org

Andy Smart, an independent education and publishing
consultant at NISSEM.org, discusses key issues for policy makers in
low- and middle- income countries to consider in developing
curricula and learning materials for GCED.

Although the experience and impact of global-

Policy makers, therefore, need to decide how

isation differs from country to country, many

best to strengthen education through a national-

countries face common challenges and oppor-

ly-contextualised approach to GCED. This chapter

tunities. On the one hand, mass migration, the

considers options available and describes how the

spread of false information, trafficking and global

approach taken to GCED curriculum and textbook

economic exploitation. On the other hand, greater

development will depend on a range of factors,

understanding about our common humanity, the

including autonomy within the education system.

power of the internet to create connections with
like-minded people anywhere in the world, unprecedented access to sources of information, and the
opportunities for new kinds of work. GCED – which

Andy Smart is a former teacher with almost 20

is part of the education community’s response to

years’ experience working in educational and chil-

globalisation – offers a means to address these

Education system autonomy

dren’s book publishing in England and Egypt and

challenges and seize these opportunities, but the

The extent to which schools have autonomy var-

almost 20 years as a consultant to international

GCED curriculum and learning materials will vary

ies between countries. In the education systems

agencies such as the World Bank, DFID, UNICEF,

depending on the country context and experience

of Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

of globalisation.

Development (OECD) countries, a certain amount

USAID and DANIDA. He specialises in textbook
policy, textbook development and the interface between curriculum, pedagogy and textbooks. He has
worked in some 30 countries in total. He is a member of the board of IARTEM and is also a co-conve-

of autonomy is taken for granted; this is less often
In addition, in countries that have experienced

the case in low- and middle-income countries.

internal violence, GCED is an important element of
the process of national healing and prevention of

One of the main differences relates to the cur-

textbooks support pro-social learning in low- and

further conflict. For example, Kenya, Lebanon, the

riculum. While schools in many OECD countries

middle-income countries.

Philippines and Sri Lanka are currently implement-

may have the autonomy to shape the curriculum

ner of NISSEM.org, where he is interested in how
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ing small-scale curriculum development projects

they teach, there is often little or no difference

with support from the APCEIU.

between the national curriculum framework and
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Integrating GCED into the curriculum

the curriculum taught in schools in many low- and

GCED implies greater diversity in curriculum

middle-income countries. This poses a challenge

content and pedagogy and this, in turn, assumes

Whether GCED is introduced as a new stand-alone

for curriculum planners in relation to the GCED

greater autonomy for the student and for the

One of the key questions for curriculum planners

listic approach, curriculum planners in centralised

subject, through existing subjects or through a ho-

central principles of respect for diversity and the

teacher. This autonomy is based on models of

is whether GCED should be taught as a new and

education systems need to consider the overall

importance of inclusion. In centralised education

GCED where learning includes social-emotional

separate topic or within an existing subject or

objective, i.e. is the intention to direct students to-

systems where schools have little autonomy,

and behavioural as well as cognitive dimensions

subjects. Adding new stand-alone subjects to the

ward a particular way of thinking or to encourage

teaching and learning about diversity will take a

(UNESCO, 2015). A balance between autonomous,

curriculum is likely to be easier in high-income

different ways of thinking? If it is the latter, the key

similar form in every school, regardless of its loca-

self-disciplined self-directed learners and students

countries, where there is specialised professional

question is how new ways of teaching and learning

tion or community. Although some low- and mid-

as members of a learning and social community is

development for teachers and commercial suppli-

can be promoted through a centralised curriculum

dle-income countries with centralised curricula,

found in all models of SEL.

ers develop learning resources. However, this may

and textbook.

such as Morocco and Vietnam, have tried to sup-

not always be feasible in low- and middle-income

port provincial schools to offer a limited amount

One of the strengths of all SEL models is that

of local content, the effectiveness of such efforts

they describe how learning happens, as well as

countries.

is usually constrained by the way that national

the purpose of learning, i.e. both the process and

If GCED is to be taught within an existing sub-

examinations and textbooks focus on national, not

the outcomes. There is a variety of models for

ject or subjects, it is important to consider how it

local, curriculum content.

GCED and SEL and these models can be helpful

might be treated within the subject – this will de-

for thinking about complex issues and a useful

pend on the content and pedagogy of the subject

Building support for the introduction of GCED

A further consequence of a centralised curriculum

resource for curriculum developers. At the same

discipline, as well as on how teachers are trained

needs to start with engaging key stakeholders.

is that the textbook plays a hugely important role

time, GCED and SEL models must grow out of and

and how the subject is assessed – and whether

The first people to include in the conversation are

in the classroom and in shaping teaching. In such

reflect the context in which they are implemented

the conventions of the subject will support or

subject specialists, within the government, univer-

education systems, textbooks are a means for

(Smart et al, 2019, passim).

undermine the intentions of GCED. However, it is

sities, and other institutions, as they help to make

Planning for introducing a GCED approach

central education authorities to ensure compliance

also important to note that the way in which sub-

the decisions discussed above and to design the

and accountability and to shape both curriculum

ject disciplines such as social studies are taught

approach.

content and teaching methodology. Related to

can vary from country to country, and that differ-

this, a subject without a textbook has less status,

ent countries have taken different approaches to

Once the outline of an approach has been devel-

as does a subject that is not included in national

teaching subjects such as civics, citizenship, eth-

oped, this should be discussed with practitioners.

examinations.

ics and moral education. In addition, the transition

This is especially important in centralised sys-

to textbook-based teaching of such subjects can

tems that require all schools to follow the same

create problems. For example, in Japan, encoding

approach, and where the support of practising

the teaching of moral education in a textbook was

teachers and other stakeholders will be required if

perceived to have led to a reduced diversity of

the initiative is to succeed. Discussion of the roles

thinking (Jones, 2019).

to be played by those who influence how teaching
and learning happens in the classroom should in-

A third option is to rethink some of or the entire

clude teacher education and assessment special-

curriculum, based on a GCED approach. This could

ists as well as representation from school manag-

be done in combination with a focus on ESD, since

ers, supervisors, head teachers and teachers.

© Shutter Stock

the two approaches form a central part of SDG
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Target 4.7 and together represent what has been

Planning needs to consider how teachers will be

described as “education for people and planet”

trained, bearing in mind that short, one-off training

(UNESCO, 2016). The impact of such an approach

programmes are not enough to create understand-

on teaching and learning could be considerable,

ing or change practices. Evidence suggests strongly

but its introduction would need to be based on

that coaching, even delivered remotely, provides far

wide consultation and identification of areas of the

more effective professional development for teach-

curriculum that are the most suitable vehicles for

ers as well as better learning outcomes (Kotze et

GCED and ESD. This approach may therefore be

al, 2018). In addition, planning should consider how

more feasible in countries where teachers have a

support and monitoring will be provided to those

high level of education and professional training.

tasked with delivering GCED in the classroom.
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The role of textbooks

Ultimately, success will depend on clear thinking

A ‘strong-strong’ textbook developed according

from the start, clearly communicating the thinking,

to this model – particularly for language, social

and responding to challenges when they arise. In

For centralised systems, and systems where the

studies, arts and also for some scientific content

this regard, education ministries and curriculum

education ministry provides guidelines to publish-

– would be positioned in the top right quadrant of

planners should treat teachers and other stake-

ers on textbook evaluation and approval process-

the model. The GCED content would include re-

holders in the same way as teachers should treat

es, it can be helpful – especially at the primary

sources that show diversity and promote peaceful

students: that is, with clear purpose, good plan-

level – to think in terms of two dimensions of the

societies, with positive examples of global citizen-

ning and responsive implementation. As the buy-

textbook: the curricular content and the pedago-

ship practices. It would include pedagogy based

in of teachers is essential, it is critical that they

gy. In practice, many primary school textbooks in

on diversity of opinion, inclusion of others, per-

are closely involved in the process of curriculum

low- and middle-income countries include very lit-

spective-taking, and critical thinking, and would

reform and textbook research and development,

tle recognisable pedagogy and the books appear

encourage teachers and students to compare,

as part of a GCED curriculum initiative. Teachers,

to be written for ‘self-study’ and are based on a

critique and evaluate in order to engage with glo-

as well as supervisors and head teachers, need to

unit format of passages of text followed by closed

balisation as global citizens, that is, it would pro-

understand the rationale for the new initiative, to

comprehension questions.

mote a pedagogy of autonomy, not for autonomy.

© APCEIU

have the chance to ask questions, suggest ideas
and convey experiences, and to raise their concerns.

Such a textbook can enable teachers to draw on
Textbooks for GCED initiatives, which aim to pro-

the diversity of backgrounds and experiences that

mote respect for diversity, inclusiveness, critical

are present in the classroom. It can legitimise the

thinking and perspective-taking, need to include

voices of diverse identities, and legitimise diversity.

these principles as explicit topics but also as a
pedagogy that is transparently based on the same
Implications for pedagogy

learning in the classroom, but also as part of initial
The following model, which we call the ‘strong-

teacher education, teachers’ professional development, and even student assessment.

Another key question national curriculum planners

be applied in professional development for teach-

strong’ model (Smart et al., 2019), can be of value

need to consider is how they envisage GCED

ers, teacher guides and textbooks.

to textbook writers. It embodies strong support

A study of the effectiveness of teachers’ guides

be applied to any textbook that includes GCED

being taught and the extent to which schools are
already using transformative pedagogies.

for GCED content and for GCED pedagogy. It can
(Piper et al., 2018) found that “structured teachers’

content, but will vary from subject to subject. This

Curriculum planners may need to frame the issue

guides improve learning outcomes, but that overly

variation should be part of the early discussion

of transformative pedagogy carefully. In some

scripted teachers’ guides are somewhat less ef-

with subject specialists referred to above.

contexts a focus on educational ‘improvement’

fective than simplified teachers’ guides that give

may be more acceptable to political leaders than

specific guidance to the teacher but are not writ-

the language of ‘transformation’. The elements of

ten word for word for each lesson in the guide”.

transformation must also be acceptable to teach-

Shalem et al describe standardised lesson plans

ers and students, families and the wider public,

(SLPs) as follows: “The content and design of

for example, ‘empathy’, ‘respect for diversity’ and

SLPs were broadly perceived as ‘authority’ which

‘responsible citizenship’.

was helpful in directing teachers to a ‘better’ way
of preparing and delivering the whole curriculum”.

Whether or not the pedagogy of GCED is de-

Such lesson plans need to be ‘epistemic’ rather

scribed as transformative, the GCED elements of

than ‘technical’; that is, they need to explain a

the curriculum and supporting materials need to

clear rationale for the pedagogy. Even in contexts

provide greater autonomy for both teacher and

with very few textbooks, the textbook can still

student. Curriculum planners and textbook writ-

empower the teacher. Kuchah and Smith (2011)

ers, therefore, need to provide clear guidance for

describe this as a pedagogy of autonomy, rather

GCED teaching and learning but without restrict-

than a pedagogy for autonomy.

ing the freedom of teachers to encourage diverse
thinking and perspectives. This balance needs to
100

In this way, textbooks can become a catalyst for
change, not only in how they support teaching and

principles.

Strongly
supportive

Pedagogy
supportive of
GCED

Content
supportive
of GCED

Figure 5. ‘Strong-strong’ model
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negate claims. Some are temporary
initiatives, to counter disinformation
during elections (i.e. https://
crosscheck.firstdraftnews.org/
france-en/ during the 2017 French
election or https://verificado.mx/
during the 2018 Mexican election).
Here are some permanent factchecking websites:
- 	Factcheck.org (International FactChecking Network)
- 	www.politifact.com (2009 Pulitzer
Prize for national reporting)
- 	https://africacheck.org/ (South
Africa, Senegal, Nigeria, Kenya)
- 	https://chequeado.com/ (Argentina)
- 	https://www.lemonde.fr/lesdecodeurs/ (France)
- 	https://www.faktisk.no/ (Norway)
- 	https://fullfact.org/ (United
Kingdom)
- 	http://factcheckingday.com/
educational resources on factchecking

Global Citizenship
Education for peace
and reconciliation:
Putting it into practice
Facing History and Ourselves
in South Africa by Dylan Wray
(Executive Director, Shikaya)

Tibbitts, F and Weldon, G. (2017).
History curriculum and teacher
training: Shaping a democratic future
in post-apartheid South Africa?
Comparative Education, Vol. 53, No.
3, pp. 442-461.
Wray, D. (2017). Facing the past
– transforming our future: A
professional development program
for history teachers in South Africa.
In: Ramirez-Barat, C and Duthie,
R. ed., Transnational Justice and
Education: Learning Peace, New
York: Social Science Research
Council, pp. 333-360.
Staff Writer. (2017). Whites earn 5
times more than blacks in South
Africa: Stats SA. [online] Available
at: https://businesstech.co.za/news/
wealth/153485/whites-earn-5-timesmore-than-blacks-in-south-africastats-sa/

Further reading
For more information on Shikaya
and Facing History and Ourselves in
South Africa, visit: www.shikaya.org
and www.facinghistory.org
For more information on evaluation of
Facing History’s impact, visit: https://
www.facinghistory.org/our-impact/
evaluation-studies-and-research
To download the free resource on
Fostering Civil Discourse which
provides strategies designed to help
you navigate the challenging times
and support your students to develop
effective skills for participation in the
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classroom and the wider community,
visit: https://www.facinghistory.org/
books-borrowing/fostering-civildiscourse-south-africa-version
Tibbitts, F and Weldon, G. (2017).
History curriculum and teacher
training: Shaping a democratic
future in post-apartheid South
Africa? Comparative Education,
Vol. 53, No. 3, pp. 442-461.
This article focusses on history
curriculum change in post-apartheid
South Africa and shows how the
post-apartheid South African
government developed a human
rights-based history curriculum
but failed to support teachers to
implement it. Aspects of these
inadequacies included a failure to
take into account the de-skilling
of a large segment of the teaching
population under apartheid and
teachers’ personal legacies of that
era.

Schools as communities, poverty
levels of student populations, and
students' attitudes, motives, and
performance: A multilevel analysis.
American Education Research
Journal, Vol. 32, No. 3, pp. 627-658.
Carroll, B. (2016). The Effects of
School Violence and Crime on
Academic Achievement. [pdf]
Davidson College. Available at:
https://sites.duke.edu/djepapers/
files/2016/10/Carroll.pdf
Chaux, E. (2002). Buscando pistas
para prevenir la violencia urbana en
Colombia: Conflictos y agresión entre
niños y adolescentes de Bogotá.
Revista de Estudios Sociales, Vol. 12,
pp. 41-51.
Chaux, E. (2003). Agresión proactiva,
agresión reactiva y ciclo de la
violencia. Revista de Estudios
Sociales, Vol. 15, pp. 47-58.

Wray, D. (2017). Facing the
past – transforming our future:
A professional development
program for history teachers in
South Africa. In: Ramirez-Barat, C
and Duthie, R. ed., Transnational
Justice and Education: Learning
Peace, New York: Social Science
Research Council, pp. 333-360.
This article provides more insight
into Facing History and Ourselves in
South Africa – specifically locating
the programme in supporting the
national curriculum needs.

Chaux, E. (2012). Educación,
convivencia y agresión escolar.
Bogotá, Ediciones Uniandes.

Murphy, Pettis and Wray (2019) The
citizen within: Supporting teachers
to develop their own civic capacity
and the development of young
democratic citizens., NISSEM
GLOBAL BRIEFS Educating for
the social, the emotional and the
sustainable.

Collaborative for Academic, Social,
and Emotional Learning. (2003). Safe
and Sound: An Educational Leader’s
Guide to Evidence-Based Social
and Emotional Learning Programs.
Chicago.

Classrooms in Peace in Colombia
by José Fernando Mejía (Executive
Director, Classrooms in Peace
Program)
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Citizenship competencies in
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Quarterly. 25. 109 - 125. 10.1002/
crq.197.
In this paper, the authors present
a description of the Colombian
Program of Citizenship Education,
including the designing of National
Standards and the associated test.
The authors also compare it with
similar efforts in the United States
and provide some suggestions for
similar initiatives.
Chaux, E. (2012). Educación,
convivencia y agresión escolar.
Bogotá: Ediciones Uniandes.
Taurus, Santillana.
In this book the reader will find a
compendium of more than 10 years
of research and field work about
peace education in Colombia.
Enrique Chaux presents what was
known at the time about aggression,
conflict resolution and bullying in
schools. He also presents the origins
of the Aulas en Paz (Classrooms in
Peace) Program and its theoretical
and empirical background.
Chaux, E., Barrera, M., Molano, A.,
Velásquez, A.M., Castellanos, M.,
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(in press). Classrooms in Peace
within Violent Contexts: Field
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This paper presents the latest and
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program. It shows both the results
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and the evaluation. Despite many
problems, positive results were found
and many lessons learned.
Mejía J.F., Chaux E. (2017). Aulas
En Paz (Classrooms in Peace).
In: García-Cabrero B., SandovalHernández A., Treviño-Villareal
E., Ferráns S.D., Martínez M.G.P.
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Development and Citizenship
Education. SensePublishers,
Rotterdam
In this chapter, a detailed description
of Aulas en Paz Program is presented
including its background, theory
of change, implementation and
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Bardon, J. (2009). The Struggle
for Shared Schools in Northern
Ireland. Belfast, Ulster Historical
Foundation.
The book chronicles how All Children
together (ACT) faced powerful
resistance – both clerical and lay –
to a vision that would see children
from all religions and no religion
educated together. It describes how
at a political level ACT obtained
support for Integrated Education with
two major victories: The Dunleath
Act (1978) and Education Reform
Order (NI) 1989. It charts the opening

of Lagan College in 1981 – the first
planned Integrated School to open in
Northern Ireland.
Carson, T. and Jamison, C. (2006).
Integrate to Accumulate: Beyond
Conflict, How a Shared School
System Fuels Social and Economic
Growth. Toronto, Alexandrian
Press.
The authors explore the risk to
society where sectarianism and
segregation are allowed to create
conflict and division. It examines how
Integrated Education can cut the cost
of ‘doubling up’ so that one school
where all children in an area attend is
in place rather than two schools, one
for each side of the community.
NICIE. (2018). There were no
desks: a collection of oral histories
about Integrated Education in
Northern Ireland. [pdf] Available
at: https://www.nicie.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/01/ThereWere-No-Desks.pdf
A collection of accounts of opening
integrated schools. The stories
span from 1981 to 2016 and talk
about the process, the personal and
professional commitment of those
who set about opening schools from
the start or transforming existing
schools. These are personal of
stories of vision and determination
that led to a movement that has
influenced the education system and
political life in Northern Ireland.
Zembylas, M. and Bekerman, Z.
(2013). Integrated Education in
Conflicted Societies: Is There
a Need for New Theoretical
Language? New York, Palgrave
McMillan.
This collection focuses on the
developing field of Integrated
Education in conflicted societies
where children who would normally
be educated apart are deliberately
educated together. It includes
accounts from Northern Ireland,
Israel, Cyprus, Macedonia, Bosnia
and Croatia.
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This annual conference aims to serve as a prime
platform to promote discussions on GCED and
explore current issues and good practices along with
participants from every corner of the world. Including
many different formats to cater to a diverse audience,
the conference inspires each and every participant
to learn from fellow participants and act on their own
initiative to make GCED root down firmly.
Website gced.unescoapceiu.org/conference
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